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PREFACE

The investigation reported herein was conducted for and sponsored

by the U.S. Arrny Engi neer Waterways Experiment Station (WES, Contract

No. DACW39-80-C-0129). The numeri cal aspects of the investigation

served as the basis for the Ph.D. thesis of Mr. John Vadnal. The

companion, experimental investigation has been reported by Odgaard and

Kennedy3. The numeri cal model developed in this phase of the

investigation analyzes and predicts flow and sediment-transport

distributions in alluvial-channel bends. The authors wish to

acknowledge their gratitude to Mr. Steve Maynord of. WES for his

continuing encouragement and assistance during the course of this study.
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CONVERS ION FACTORS, U.S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC(SI)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U.S. customary units of measurement used in thi s report can be
converted to metric (SI) units as follows:

Multiply

inches
feet
feet per second
cubic feet per second
miles (U.S. statute)
pounds (mass)
pounds (force) per square
inch
tons (short) per foot
per day

~

0.0254
0.3048
0.3048
0.02831685
1.6093
0.4535924

6894.757

2.9763

3

To Obtain

meters
meters
meters per second
cubic meters per second
kilometers
kilograms

pascals

tons per meter per day



A NUMERICALMODELFORFLOWANDSEDIMENTTRANSPORTIN
ALLUVIAL-RIVERBENDS

PARTI: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. Two of the most striking and intriguing features of natural
alluvi al streams are thei r tendency to meander, and the downstream
migration of the meanders. In addition to being a fascinating natural
phenomenon and posing some of the most nettling problems in the whole of
river mechanics, river meandering, and in particular the bank erosion
attendant to the growth and migration of the meander loops, has become a
major international problem. According to. the final report on work
conducted under the Streambank Erosion Control Evaluation and
Demonstration Act of 19741 (Section 32, Public Law 32-251, submitted in
December 1981), approximately 142,000 bank-mi les of streams and
waterways are in need of erosion protection. The cost to arrest or
control thi s eros i on by means of convent i ona 1 bank-proteet i on methods
currently available is estimated to be in excess of $1 billion
annually. For the Upper-Mississippi River basin alone, the cost was
estimated to be in excess of $21 million annually. These figures exceed
the benefits derived by a large margin, thereby rendering many of the
bank-erosion-control projects uneconomical on a cost/benefit basis. As
a result, most bank-erosion losses continue unabated. Attempts to halt
the erosion are of ten limited to piecemeal protection along isolated
bank reaches, at public or private facilities on streambanks, or at
highway crossings. However, as such facilities increase in value and as
the consequences of failure become greater, the threshold level of
acceptable risk becomes smaller. At the same time, traditional channel
stabilization measures have become extremely expensive and are not
acceptable to environmentalists in many instances.

~. Nowhere has the problem come to sharper focus than along the
Sacramento River, California. The Sacramento River Valley contains the
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Nation's finest (and most rapidly disappearing) agricultura1 land.
According to Brice2, river-bank erosion a10ng the unprotected stretches
of the approximate1y 200-mi1e-10ng reach of the Midd1e and Lower
Sacramento River is producing an average annua1 10ss of near1y two acres
of farmland per mi1e. Even when eva1uated against current inf1ated land
va1ues, traditional means of bank protection (for examp1e rock riprap)
are so expensive that they cannot be justified economically. The
prob1em is compounded by some of the material eroded from the banks
being transported to the dredged navigation channe1s of the Lower
Sacramento Ri ver system and San Franci sco Bay. Bank protect i on al ong
the upper reaches by traditional means can be justified econom1cally
only if it can be demonstrated that the reduced erosion wil1 result in
1ess dredging for navigation-channe1 maintenance. Thus, the prob1em
poses two general questions: (1) Wi11 it be possib1e to deve10p
alternative bank-protection measures that are effective, environmenta11y
acceptab1e, and economica11y justifiab1e when eva1uated against land
va1ues alone?; and (2) Wil 1 reduced bank erosion upstream be ref1ected
in reduced downstream dredging (and how much, and when), or is the
material eroded from the banks being deposited at other locations (e.g.,
on point bars) along the river?

I
I

i3. It is against this backdrop that the Institute of Hydrau1ic
Research at The University of Iowa entered into a contract with the Army
Corps of Engineers, Sacramento District, in 1980 to conduct an
investigation directed at developing improved, "unconvent iona l " bank
protection methods for app1ication a l onq the Sacramento River. It was
rea1ized that the investigation shou1d a1so inc1ude laboratory testing
of the techniques or the devices proposed, and development of an
ana1ytica1 model, 1ike1y a computer-based one, for routing of flow and
sediment through channe1 bends. Funds for conduct of the 1aboratory
investigation and deve l opment of the routing model were not availab1e
from the Sacramento District, but were provided by the Waterways
Experiment Station.
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4. A report describing the new bank-protection method developed
under the contract with the Sacramento District (Contract No. DACW05-80-
C-0083) and the 1aboratory testi ng supported joi nt ly by the Sacramento
District and the Waterways Experiment Station (Contract No. DACW39-80-C-
0129) was submi tted in May 19823• The present report is concerned
solely with the second phase of the WES-sponsored project: development
of a numerical model for analysis and prediction of flow and sediment
transport characteristics in the bends of meandering alluvial channels.

Analytical Strategy

5. The point of departure for development of the numerical model
is the analytical work reported by Falcon and Kennedy4. The manuscript
of this paper is included herewith as Appendix A, and is to be
considered an integral part of this report. An understanding of the
analysis presented in PART 11 requires considerable familiarity with the
Falcon-Kennedy analysis described in Appendix A.

6. The principal stumbling blocks encountered in the analysis of
ri ver-bend fl ow are the i nterdependency of the bed topography, flow
distribution, and sediment-discharge distribution. The interaction of
the vertically nonuniform distribution of streamwise velocity and
channel curvature produces a secondary flow which spirals about the
channel-section axis and moves the higher velocity, near-surface fluid
toward the outside of the bend and the near-bed fluid toward the
i ns i de. The radi a lly i nward bed shear-stress transports bed sediment
radially inward until the bed becomes inclined such that the radial
plane shear stress is balanced by the component of the moving bed
layer's weight radially outward along the bed. The resulting warping of
the channel bed, which produces larger depths near the outer bank, as
shQ~n ir figure 1, leads to a redistribution of the streamwise flow, and
produces much larger velocities, boundary shear stress, and unit
discharge near the outer bank. This, in turn, affects the lateral
qt s tr tbut ton of unit sediment discharge. It is emphasized that the
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secondary flow itself has a relatively minor impact on the distribution

of flow and sediment transport in a channel bende It is the bed warping

produced by the secondary flow that is primarily responsible for the
redistributions outlined above.

7. In the case of fu 11y deve 1oped flow in a uniform cu rved
channel (i.e., one of whose channel axis is circular in plan view), the

torque generated about the channel axi s by the interact ion of the

velocity profile and channel curvature is balanced almost exclusively by

boundary shear stress. In the case of channels with nonuniform plan

form curvature, as occurs in meandering streams, it is necessary in the

calculation of the secondary-flow strength to include the nonuniformity

of the flux of moment-of-momentum (or, more simply, the torsional

inertia of the flowing fluid) in the torque balance. The inclusion of

the inert ial effects in thi s case 1eads to a phase shift between 1oca 1

channel curvature and local secondary-current strength and transverse
bed slope.

8. A hallmark of the numerical flow and sediment routing model
developed in PART IJ is a partial uncoupling of the secondary flow from

the distributions of primary flow and sediment transport. The principal

steps in the development of the analytical framework for the numerical

model are summarized with annotation as follows:

i. The strength of the secondary flow is computed for any
section along a channel of nonuniform curvature. The
integral-form analysis of conservation of moment-of-momenturn
(or torsion) is performed for a channel of rectangular cross
secti on with depth equal to that of the same flow in a
straight rectangular channel of equal slope.

ii. It is assumed that the bed topography can be adequate ly
represented by an inclined straight line passing through the
mid-width point of the equivalent rectangular channel
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utilized in step i, above, It is further argued that the
transverse slope of the channel bed varies linearly with the
strength of the secondary current. The force equilibrium of
the bed layer is analyzed to relate the mean bed slope to
the secondary-flow strength.

ii t , The depth-integrated differential equations of continuity
and of conservation of streamwise momentumthen are employed
to calculate the velocity field. It is assumed that the
secondary-flow velocity has linear vertical distribution at
any point across the channel, and the magnitude of the
secondary-flow velocity is obtained from the analysis
presented in Appendix A. A radial, mass-shift velocity is
also included to account for the movement of fluid across
the channel as the channel curvature and transverse bed
slope change and even reverse. The mass-shift velocity is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the depth.

t v, The lateral distribution of unit sediment discharge across
the channe 1 at any sect i on is computed on the bas i s of a
power law using the local flow properties computed in step
ii i •

9. The analysis is limited to steady flow in channels with
constant width and centerline streamwise slope. Utilization of the
model requires an estimate of the st ream+s friction factor using some
other method, such as that of Alam and Lovera5• The model does not
allow for transverse variations of local friction factor, due to the
lateral variations of local depth and velocity, nor does it compute
sediment di scharge by si ze fract i on. However, the computer program is
structured to accommodate these features.
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PART 11: ANALYTICAL MODEL

Secondary Flow in Rectangular Channels with Nonuniform Curvature

10. As indicated above, the secondary-flow calculation will be
made for a rectangular channel that is "equivalent" to the warped
sections. Because the analysis is of the integral form, and considers
only the streamwise and lateral fluxes, over the whole channel section,
of the quantities of interest, neglect of the lateral variations of the
primary and secondary currents that occur in a warped channel is not

judged to be a major limitation. Support for this conclusion is
provided by the generally good agreement between measured transverse bed

slopes and those calculated on the basis of the radial bed shear stress
in the "equivalent" rectangular channel (see figure 4A).

11. The control volume to be utilized in the moment-of-momentum
analysis is depicted in figure 2, and the coordinate system is defined
in figure 3. The control volume can be envisioned as the central region
(see figure 1) of the flow as it existed before the bed became warped by
the secondary current. The primary-flow velocity profile will be
described by the power law,

J_ _ n+1 (y) l/n
V - n d (1)

where, in addition to the quantities defined* in figures 1 and 2, V =
depth-averaged flow velocity and n = reciprocal of the power-law
exponent. The secondary-flow velocity distribution will be approximated
by a linear profile,

(2)

*For conveni ence, symbol s and unusual abbrevi ations are 1isted and
defined in the Notation (Appendix C).
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In general, n is greater than about 4, and figure 2A indicates that (2)
is an adequate representation of the profiles for an integral analysis,

in which small deviations between the actual and formulated pr-of tles
have relafively small effects. The equation expressing conservation of
moment-of-momentum (torque) about the centroid of the control volume
shown in figure 2 is

d r 2 d d d d
p f f:!_ (y - 2) dr dy rd, - Wp ërm [ f uv (y - "2') dy d,

o r. rvo
1

d 2 2 E.!
- T -2 (r - r, ) 2 = 0or 0 1 'If

(3)

in which T = radial component of the bed shear stress. The radialor
shear force exerted on the bed results principally from the velocity
profile just above the bed being skewed by the secondary-flow
velocity. The secondary velocity itself is relatively small compared to
the primary velocity, and alone produces a minor increase in the total
shear stress. It appears reasonable to assume, therefore, that it is
the skewing of the primary-flow bed shear stress that produces the
radial component of the bed shear, and that the latter is proportional
to the skewing of the velocity profile. This will be expressed as

(4)

where B = proportionality factor to be determined from measured rates of
streamwise development of secondary flow in curved channels, and V =

meah streamwise flow velocity. The quantity T (hereinafter denoted
os

siiiipiyas TO) will be related to the local mean velocity bymeans of the
Dárcy-Weisbach equation,

f -2
TO = 8' pV (5)
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where f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. Substitution of (1), (2),
(4), and (5) into (3) and carrying out the indicated integrations yields

(6)

in which

(7)

9 - (3n+1)( 2n+1) f
1 - 2n2+n+l (8)

and
9 = (3n+l)(2n+l)(n+l)
2 n(n+2)( 2n2+n+1)

(9)

Equation 6 is a linear, ordinary differential equation which has for its
solution

s-s s d s-s
U(s) = U(so) + g2V exp [-gl(T)] J R (s) exp [gl (T)]d~10)

So c

where the change of variable ds = Rc dcj>has been made. Note that the
subscri pt cis used herei nafter to refer to centerl i ne va 1ues. The
quantity U(so) is the secondary-current strength at s = so. In a field
application, the centerline curvature, I/Rc(S), would be determined from
a map or survey and, in the case of complex channel lineament, the
quadrature appearing in (10) likely would have to be evaluated
numerically. This poses no problem inasmuch as the governing equation
themselves must be treated numerically.

Bed Topography

12. To determine the bed topography, and therefrom the streamwise
and transverse distributions of flow depth for utilization in the
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numerical solution of the equations of continuity and motion of the
fluid, two assumptions will be made, as follows:

i. The transverse bed profile is a straight line at every channel
section. Figures 4A and 6A, and also the results presented by
Zimmermann and Kennedy6, demonstrate that the devi ati ons of
both measured and more accurately computed transverse prafiles
from a straight line are relatively smalle

t i, The transverse bed slope varies linearly with U. This is
consistent with (4) and the bed-layer equilibrium analysis
presented in Appendix A, where it is shown that the local bed
slope varies linearly with the local stress (14, App. A). In
terms of the mean transverse bed slope, ST(= sin S in (14,
App. A)), this equation reads

( 11)

where porosity; 6p = p -p, ins
Ps = particle density and p = fluid densityj and

9 = gravitational constant. Substitution of (4), (5), and
(10), (15, App. A), (16, App. A), and (17, App. A), into (11)

p = bed-l ayer which

yields

(12)

where e = Shields parameter defined by (16, App. A) and a =
c

proportionality constant between the bed-layer thickness, Yb
(see figure 1), and shear velocity, u*, used by Karim7•
Equation (12) can be simplified to the following expression:
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( 12A)

where

(12B)

Note that n and f are related by Nunner's relation (17, App,
A), whieh is

n = l/lf (13)

13. It wi11 be assumed further that the depth changes across any
secti on due to curvature-i nduced i nel i nati on of the water surfaee are
very small eompared to those due to bed warping. (Note, however, that
the effect of radial water-surface ine1ination is retained initia1ly in
the equations of motion developed in the next seetion, but is then shown
to be negligible in the streamwise momentumequation for most meandering
river s t tuat ions , ) The depth at any point aeross the ehannel is then
g; ven by

(14 )

where the s;gn, ±, is adopted aeeording as Re (see figure 3) is positive
or negative. The bed elevation at any point in the ehannel then is
given by

(15)

in whieh, again, the sign is ehosen to be the same as that of Rc.
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Equations for Fluid Motion

14. The steady-fl ow, depth-i ntegrated conservati on equati ons for
mass and for radial and streamwise momenta, expressed in radial

coordinates, will be used for calculation of the velocity field. The

continuity equation is

a 1 a-- [V(H-h)] + - -- [r U(H-h)] = 0as r ar (16)

in which U = shift velocity (see figure 1) which accounts for the
transverse mass shift that occurs in channels with nonuniform curvature

(e.g., along meandering channels as the thalweg moves from the vicinity

of one bank to the other).

15. The radial-momentum equation is

H 2 1 2
[f P~ dr dy] rd, + ;r [2 pg(H-h) rd,]dr
h

1 2 ah
+ 2 pg(H-h) dr d, pg(H-h) dr rd, ar + Tor rd, dr =

H H:$ [l p(u+U)v dr dy]d<j>+ ~r [l p(u+U)2rd<j>dy]dr (17)

Substitution of (1) and (2) into (17) yields for the depth-integrated
radial-momentum equation

~ (H-h) 2 f aHnrn+2T r v - 8" V(Ü-U) - g(H-h) ar =

a - u 1 u2 2äS [V(H-h)(U + 2n+1)] + r ~r [r(H-hHj + Ü )] (18)

16. The corresponding equation expressing conservation of
st1reàmwis'emomentum is

a 1 2 1 ah~ [2 pg(H-h) dr]d, - pg(H-h) rd<j>dr r~ + TO rd, dr =

14



a H 2 H
~ [~ pV dr dyJd~ + ~r [l pv(u+U)rd~ dyJdr (19)

which, after introduction of the velocity distributions adopted for this
.analysis, (1), (2), and the uniformly distributed transverse shift

velocity, yields the following depth-integrated streamwise-momentum
equation:

aH f 2- g(H-h) -- - - v =as 8

21. .L [rv (H-h)(U + u ) J + l.!!.±.l.L:_ .L [V2( H-h) Jr ar "'2n+T nl'1+2T as (20)

The numeri cal treatment of these equations is described in PART 111.

Sediment-Discharge Relation

17. The local sediment discharge will be calcualted on the basis
of the local streamwise velocity using a power-law relation,

bqt = a V (21 )

in which qt = total sediment discharge per unit width; and the
coeffi cient a and exponent b are to be determi ned on the basis of a

sediment-discharge predictor or data on the channel under consideration
for its particular flow regime, bed-material size, etc., etc. The
numeri cal program is structured such that other sediment-discharge
relations can be incorporated into it. In particular, it is envisioned
that the future development might uti1ize a formulation such as that
recently developed by Karim7, which uses an iterative procedure to
calculate sediment discharge and friction factor as interdependent
variables. This would permit incorporation of laterally nonuniform
friction factor into the program, and calculation of the sediment

discharge of each bed-material size fraction. However, time and funds
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di d not permit undertak i ng of thi s rather major effort in the present
study.

18. It is recognized that ,the nonlinearity of (21) can l,e,ad to
calculated streamwise variations in the sediment discharge along a
nonuniforrnly curved channel with warped bed. A correction procedure is
incorporated into the numerical model which compensates for this
artifact in the following way:

i. The sediment discharges computed from (21) for radial
computational increments across each computation section are
summed to obtain the computed total sediment discharge for the
section.

ii. The sediment discharge in each radial computational increment
is corrected by a factor equal to the ratio of the sediment
discharge into the bend divided by the computed total sediment
discharge across the section.

This insures that sediment continuity is preserved along the channel
bende
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PART 111: NUMERICAL MODEL

Numerical Strategy

19. The three governing equations, (16), (18), and (20), contain
three unknowns: the depth-i ntegrated streamwi se veloei ty, V(r, s); the
shift velocity, U(r,s); and water-surface elevation, H(r,s). The
secondary-flow velocity U(s), was calculated from the torsion-balance
analysis and is given by (10), and the bed elevation, h(r,s), was
obtai ned from the computed average radi a 1 bed s 1ope and expressed by
(15). Numerical solution of these three strongly coupled equations
proved to be quite difficult, but was greatly simplified by introducing
the foll owing restri ct i on. Note that in (16) and (20), H appears on 1y
in the combination (H-h), which is the local depth given by (14), except
in the first term of (20). The streamwise water-surface slope comprises
two parts: one due to the friction slope, which is of order

aH -2V
(22)(äS)f = O(f 8gd )

c
and a second resulting from the centrifuga11y-induced supere1evation ofthe water surface and of order

(aH) _ -2
O(V W) (23)as s - grrmc

in which L = characteristic length of the curve (say, the ha1f
wave1ength of a meander). The second of these can be neg1ected compared
to the fi rst if

Wdc
16 RL « f

c (24)

which is satisfied by most natural, sand-bed, meandering streams f10wing
in the ripp1e- or dune-bed regimes. If (24) is satisfied, 1.!:! in (20)

asmay be rep1aced by

17



(25 )

which states that the water-surface elevation is constant across all
sections. Substitution of (25) into (20) yields an equation which,
together with (16) forms a pair of simultaneous equations for the two
velocities of interest, U and V.

20. It is convenient for numerical analysis to simplify (16) and
(20) as much as possible. The radial coordinate, r, is first replaced

by Rc + r in (16) and the expressions for d(r,s) and ST(S), (14) and
(12), are introduced, which yields

F1U + F V + d F (lJl. + l.'L) = 0 (26)2 c 4 ar as
where d + ST(s)r

F - ST(s) + R + r (27)1 -
c

r r (28)F2 = g2g3 R - gl ct ST(s)
and c c

r (29)F4 = 1 + ct ST(s )
c

The flow-continuity equation (26) is normalized using the following
variables:

UI TI VI V RI Rc dl
dc

= _. = _. = w-; = w-;-' -' c cV V

rl r and 51 s ( 30)= W; =W

The normalized expression of (26) becomes, af ter dropping the prime
superscripts,

(26A)

Stmi lar-Iy , substitution of (14) into (20) and nondimensionalization of
the equation yields

18



(31 )

2
[~F+ nrn+2T 2

where

(32)

21. It is also advantageous in the numerical treatment of the
equations to avoid computing small derivatives of the dependent

variables. Because the shift velocity is much smaller than the depth
averaged streamwise velocity, the term, aU/ar in (31) will be eliminated
by the use of (26A), with the result

F
dcF4[U + _U_J 11 + _1_ UV

2n+1 ar 2n+1

+ d F [1 + IJ ai + [ F2 + iJ =
c 4 n(n+2) 2 as n(n+2) 8

1 Rc
:7 ScF 4 R+r
Fr c

22. The numerical strategy employed to solve for U and V

(31A)

proceeded as follows:

i. The local depth-averaged velocity was approximated by the
Darcy-Weisbach equation,

V = .; 8g~S (33)

in which d is given by (14) and S by

19



(34)

which expresses continuity of energy slope across the channel.

ii, The velocity V given by (33) was substituted into (16) which
was then integrated numeri cally to obtai n the first est imate

for U.

iii. The value of U was substituted into (31A) which was integrated

to obtain the next estimate for V.

iv. The V computed in step iii was substituted into (16) and a new

estimate of U obtained.

v , The iteration procedure between (16) and (31A) was continued
until satisfactory convergence, as measured by the differences
between successive values of U and V, was obtained.

Further details are presented below.

Numerical Solutions for U

23. In order to solve (26A) and (31A) numerically for the two
unknown variables, U and V, a backward finite-difference scheme was
employed. Figure 4 shows the coordinate-grid layout that was utilized.
The indicies i and j represent the streamwise and radial positions,
respect ively. Note that the origin of the transverse coordt nate was
taken at the channel centerline. In discretizing both radial and
streamw;se derivatives of an arbitrary variable F, the following

batkward finite-difference scheme was utilized:

F F .. - F.. 1
l._ '" 1 ,J 1 ,J-
ar rj - rj_1

(35)
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and

~F F.. - F. 1 .a 1,J 1- ,J
äS '" s .. - s. 1 .1,J 1- ,J

(36)

24. An approximate solution for U can be obtained from the flow
continuity equation, (16), by introducing the Darcy-Weisbach
relationship and (34):

(37)

Substitution of (37) into (16), use of (14) and (12A), and subsequent
discretization yields the following explicit expression for U.:

J

U.
J (38)

where

( 39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

and
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( 43)

Note that the boundary condition ~ = 0 was imposed at the inside
(convex) bank. Equation 38 gives the approximate solution for ~ which
can be substituted into the streamwise-momentum equation, (31A), to
solve for V.

25. Once V is computed at Section I = i, the flow-continuity
equation can be again utilized to solve for~ .. in the iterative

1 ,J
process without utilizing the Darcy-Weisbach relationship. The final
discretized form of (16) in terms of V is

d (R +r) I· 1
TI. = TI. 1 d ( Rc+r) I~-J J- C J

(V .. d .. - V. 1 .d . 1 .)1,J 1,J 1-,J 1- ,J
2( s. . - s. 1 .)

1 ,J 1- ,J

2 2
[(R +d) I· - (R +d) I· 1]

C J c J-
d(R +rJl.c J

( 44)

Numeri cal Solution for V

26. Discretization of the streamwise-momentum equation, (31A),

yields the following quadratic equation for Vi,j:

2AV· . + BV· . + C = 01,J 1,J
(45)

where

and

F2 f dcF4 1 1
A + - + [+ ]= n(n+2) 8 s·. - s. l' n(n+2) "2

1 ,J 1- ,J
dcF4 U... Fl- ---lJ..J..] __

B = [U .. + 2n+l + 2n+l Ui ,J'rj -rj_l 1,J

(46)

(47)

-dcF 4 U· .
C = [U.. 1 ,J ] V· . 1r ,-r. 1 1 ,J + "2n+T 1 ,J-

J J-
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dcF4 1 + lJ 2 1 Rc
s 0 0 - sOl ° [n(n+2) 2 Vi-l,j - F2r\F 4 Rc+rJo1,J l-,J (48)

It should be noted that the total water discharge calculated with the
computed transverse distribution of V did not equal the imposed total
discharge due to discretization errors. Therefore, an adjustment was

made to V at each cross section by multiplying Vi,j by the ratio of the
imposed water discharge to the computed water discharge. This ratio was
typically of the order of 1.0005.

Boundary Conditions

27. The streamwise velocity, V, was specified at the inlet

section (s = So) and along the inside bank of the computational reach by
the Darcy-Weisbach relationship, (37). Along the inside bank, the shift
velocity, U, was set equal to zero.

Computer Program

28. The program PR-SEG6 consists of a main program, four
subroutines, and seven sub-subroutines. Listings of the main program,
the subroutines, a sample input file, and a sample output file are
included in Appendix B. Note that the sample input and output shown in

Appendix Bare for the idealized two-bend model which is discussed in
PART IV.

29. The main program first reads the common input variables from
the input file called SEGDAT: V, dc' W, Sc' p, Ps' and NSEG (number of
channel segments in the reach that requires new input parameters). The
program, then reads the following parameters at each new channel

segment: a, b, M (number of radial positions), N (number of streamwise

positions), Rc, so, sI (centerline streamwise coordinate of the
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downstream end of the segment), <l, 6, ac' 050, and NSTEPS (number of
cross sections into which the channel segment is divided). The program
computes the boundary values of U and V across the inlet section using
(10) and' (37), and the transverse distribution of U is subsequently
computed from (38). The program then advances to the next downstream

section, and computes U and V according to the iterative scheme

described in paragraphs 22, 24, 25, and 26.

30. Subroutine PQN was used to determine the total water
discharge for a given cross section with computed transverse

distributions of streamwise velocity and depth. Subroutine PG
determines the g-parameters defined by (8), (9), and (12B). Subroutine

EVAL evaluates the shift velocity, U, given by (38).

31. The ma;n program writes the following outputs in the output
file, called OUTT, for each cross sect;on: ST' Uc' number of ;terations
required to compute satisfactory convergence of Ü and V, and transverse

distributions of U, V, d, U + U, and qt.

Sensitivity Analysis

32. The effects of the specified error tolerance for U, the grid
size, the transverse derivative of U, and parameters <l and 6 on U and V
were tested using the basic hydraulic and sediment parameters that were

utilized in the Oakdale flume experiments conducted at the Iowa
Institute of Hydraulic Research, The University of Iowa, by Odgaard and

~en~edy3. The basic parameters were: V = 1.56 ft/s, dc = 0.505 ft, W =
,~.p ft, Rc = 43 ft (see figure 5), Sc = 0.00104, P = 0.4, ps/p =

2.65, v = 1.21 x 10-5 ft2/s, 050 = 0.3 mm, and ec = 0.032.

33. The relative errors for U and V computed at each cross

section
, I

(49)
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where àU' and àV are changes in U and V between adjacent radial
positions, respectively. Because U was typically at least two orders of
magntiude smaller than V, the error tolerance for U' was selected to be

an order of magnitude larger than that for V. In the sensitivity tests,
parameters o and 8 were set equal to 1.0 and 3.35, respectively, and a

grid size of 6 in. was used, For EV of 0.1%, two tests were run
for EU values of 2% and 0.4%. There were no discernible differences
between two sets of values computed. An additional run with EU equal to
0.2% demonstrated that this criterion was not able to be satisfied with
single-precision computations. Note that Ev was of the order of 10-5
between successive iterations for V. It was concluded that satisfactory
results could be obtained with the error tolerances of EU and EV equal
to approximately 2% and 0.1%, respectively.

34. Sensiti vity tests were run for different square-gri d sizes.
The grid size was reduced step by step until no significant changes in

estimates of U and V resulted. As shown in figures 6 and 7, grid sizes
of 4 in. and 6 in. yielded quite similar transverse distributions
of U and V; in fact, the two sets were almast identical at the
downstream end of the channel bende From the sensitivity analysis, it
was concluded that the grid size should be approximately equal to the
mean flow depth. Note that the mean flow depth of the Oakdale flume was
about 6 in. (see figure 5).

35. In obtaining the simplified streamwise momentum equation,
(31), the secondary-flow velocity, U, was treated as a function of only
s because of the assumption of constant transverse bed slope, as given
by (12). However, in computing V by means

utilized a radially-varied secondary-flow
by Falcon and Kennedy4

of (45), the computer program
velocity distribution derived

(50)
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was utilized. When (50) is substituted into (20), the discretized
streamwise-momentum equation, (45), yields coefficients A, B, and C that
are slightly different from those given by (46), (47), and (48). In
order to ascertain the validity of the computational scheme, a special
test run was made wi th the term, au/ar, retai ned in the streaJTP(/ise
rnomentum equation. The computed distributions of U and Vare compared
in figures 8 and 9 with those obtained using (45), which was developed
without the term, aU/ar. As can be seen in these figures, the effects
of the term, aU/ar, on overall estimates of U and Vare minor.

36. The parameters (l and 6 control the transverse bed slope, ST'
and the development rate of the secondary-flow velocity, respectively,
as can be seen from (12), and (8) and (10). Fi gures 10 and 11 show the
effects of (l on the transverse distributions of U and V. As can be seen
in these figures, the smaller (l resulted in larger ST' and consequently
in much larger shift velocities along the initial entrance reach of the
bende The smaller (l also resulted in much smaller streamwise velocities
along the i ns i de bank, because the 1arger ST decreased the flow depth
there. Similar effects of s on TI and Vare seen in figures 12 and 13.
The smaller e resul ted in a slower development rate of the secondary
flow velocity, and reduced the rate of the development of the transverse
nonuniformity in V.
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PART IV: RESULTSOF NUMERICALSIMULATIONS

Oakdal e Fl ume

37. The Oakdale flume shown in figure 5 is a 1:48-scale, highly
idealized, undistorted model of the Sacramento River bend lying between
R.M. 188 and 189,. approximately. Experimental data on the strearnwise
distribution of the equilibrium transverse bed slope and transverse
distributions of the depth-averaged streamwise velocity reported by
Odgaard and Kennedy3 were compared with the computer-simul ated
results. The basic hydraulic and sediment parameters described in
paragraph 32 were utilized in the simulation. Additional parameters
specified were: Cl = 1.00, B = 3.35, grid size = 6 in., n = 4.24, EU =
2%, and EV = 0.1%.

38. Fi gu res 14 and 15 demonstrate generally good agreements
between the measured and cornputed transverse distributions of the flow
depth and the depth-averaged streamwise velocity, respectively, at <I> =
20°. The results for <I> = 114° are shown in fi gures 16 and 17, in whi eh
the observed streamwise veloeities are seen to be somewhat larger than
the computed values in the outside portion of the channel. The larger
measured veloeities near the outside bank are believed to be
attributable to the very low roughness of the exposed plywood bank of
the trapezoi da 1 fl ume sect i on. Note that the fri ct i on factor was kept
constant in the whole flow field in the numerical model. Figure 18
depicts extremely good agreement between the measured and computed
transverse bed profiles for <I> = 146°.

Sacramento River

39. The Sacramento Ri ver bend between R.M. 188 and 189 shown in
figure 19 was simulated for two water discharges (Q = 9,000 cfs and
25,800 cfs). Basic field data were collected in the reach in 1979 cHHI
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1980 by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) (Odgaard and Kennedy3). As
can be seen in table 1, both the hydraulic and sediment parameters
varied widely along the bende Therefore, average values of the various
quantities listed in table 1 were utilized for the numerical

simulations.

40. The transverse distributions of the measured and computed
flow depth and streamwise velocity for Q = 9,000 cfs are shown for ~ =
80° and 126° in figures 20 and 21, and figures 22 and 23,
respectively. Note that at $ = 80°, velocities and depths were measured
at only four verticals across the channel, while they were measured at
ten vert i ca 1s at ~ = 126°. Despite the fact that averaged i nput data
were adopted for the simulation, the numerical model reproduced the
field distributions surprisingly well for the low river discharge of
9,000 cfs. The distributions obtained for the higher discharge of
25,800 cfs are shown in fi gures 24 through 27. The agreements between
the measured and predi cted val ues are seen to be not as good as those
for Q = 9,000 cfs; however, it is believed that during high flows the
channel bed had not attained an equilibrium configuration. For example,
the measured transverse bed slopes shown in figures 22 for Q = 9,000 cfs
and figure 26 for Q = 25,800 cfs are entirely different. The field
transverse bed slope was, paradoxically, much smaller during the high
flow, resulting in the decreasing streamwise velocity toward the outside
bank, as seen in figure 27. This type of abnormal transient phenomenon
1 i ke ly i s a consequence of the rapi dly changi ng flow condi t i ons, and
cannot be simulated by a steady-state numerical model. It should be
noted that each Sacramento River simulation required approximately 0.7
second CPU time per 100-grid points using the PRIME-750 computer at The
Uhlversity of Iowa.
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Idealized Single-Bend Model with Gradually

Varying Radius of Curvature

41. The numeri ca1 results presented in paragraphs 37 through 40
for the Oakdale flume and the Sacramento River were obtained using

constant centerline curvature. In order to demonstrate the ability of
the computer program to handle nonuniform curvature, two simulations
were made for single bends with gradually varying centerline
curvature. These numerical simulations were made also to illustrate the
behavior of flow in idealized, nonuniform river bends.

42. The first simulation was for a four-segment channel bend with
stepped decreases in curvature in the downstream direction, as depieted
in figure 28. The centerline radius of the first segment was 2,000 ft,
and this va1ue was inereased by 2.5% for eaeh of the subsequent three
segments, resulting in a total channel length of 7,400 ft. It was found
that a 5% increase in Re produced such large transverse-bed-slope
changes, which appear as sloped steps in the bed elevation, that the

program would not run. Therefore, in cases in which Re increases along
a bend, the curve should be subdivided into suffieiently short
subreaches that the increments in Rc are less than about 2.5%, although,
as discussed in the next example, the model can aecommodate larger

changes in the case of deereasing Rc. The basic hydraulie and sediment
parameters used were identical to those for the Sacramento River at high
flow, listed in table 1. A grid size of 14.5 ft was used, and the
parameters a and 8 were set at 0.86 and 7.13, respectively. The
computed longitudinal and transverse distributions of the normalized
shift velocity are shown in figures 29 and 30, respectively. In figure
29, the shift velocities computed for seetions 65, 193, 321, and 449 are
conneeted by straight lines. The shift velocity developed rapidly in
the first segment, with its maximum values occurring near rjW equal to

-0.25, and diminished gradually after section 193. At section 385, the
shift velocity along rjW equal to -0.25 became negative, and remained so
unt i1 sect ion 469. This flow red;strt but;on directed radia11y inward
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was a consequence of the i ncreased Rc. Fi gu res 31 and 32 depi ct the
longitudinal and transverse distributions of the depth-averaged
s treanwt se velocity, respectively. Along the inside bank, the
streamwi se velocity decreased i niti a l ly ; however, it i ncreased farther
downstream as the larger radii of curvature produced less steep
transverse bed s l opes , The values of ST at sections 1, 65,193,321,
449, and 513 were 0, 0.058, 0.063, 0.062, and 0.060, respectively.

43. The second idealized case simulated was a single bend with
radius of curvature that decreased 10% between curve subreaches. The
numerical results are not presented herein, because the qualitative
characteri sti cs are very simil ar to those for the two-bend curve with
decreasing radius of curvature presented in the following section.

Idealized Two-Bend Model with Gradually
Decreasing Radius of Curvature

44. An idealized two-bend model, shown in figure 33, was
tested. The two-bend reach consisted of four segments with equal
centerline length of 67.5 ft. The centerline radius of curvature of the
fi rst segment was 43.0 ft, and was reduced by 10% for each subsequent
subreaeh. The si gn of Re was reversed af ter the second subreaeh. The
simulation was made on the basis of the principal parameters used in the
Oakdale flume simulation. These parameters are described in paragraph
37, ex cept that a = 1.42 and e = 3.28 were used in the present
simulation. Figures 34 and 35 show the longitudinal and transverse
distributions of the normalized shift velocity, U/V, respectively. The
shift velocity i ncreased rapi dly in the fi rst segment and decreased
qradua l ly toward the end of the fi rst bende Once the flow entered the
second bend, a mass shift took pl ace toward the ri ght bank due to the
change in sign of the channel curvature. Note that in figure 34, the
computed data points at sections 69, 205, 341, 477, and 545 are
conneebed by straight lines. As shown in figure 35, the maximum value
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of the shift velocity across the cross section was closer to the convex

side of the bende Figures 36 show the transverse di stri but ions of the

depth-averaged streamwise velocity computed at sections 1, 205, 341, and

545. The transverse location of the maximum V gradually shifted

radially outward in the first segment, and reached the outside bank at

section 71. The maximum V remained along the left bank until section

273, after which the flow became concentrated near the right bank. The

maxi mum V reached the right bank at secti on 417 in the second bende

Because the streamwise velocity at the left bank at section 273 was much

larger than th at at section 1, a larger streamwise distance was required

to attain redistribution of the flow in the second bende

45. Figure 37 shows the transverse di stri buti ons of the uni t

total-load discharge, qt, computed at various cross sections. The

sediment-transport coeffi cients a and b in (21) were taken to be 0.108

and 4.0, respectively. Note that the units of V and qt are ftjs and
tonsjftjday, respectively. These coefficients yielded a mean total-load
concentration of 300 mgjl (or about 5 tonsjday) for the Oakdale flume.
The distribution curves shown in this figure are seen to be generally
congruent with those transverse distributions of the streamwise velocity
shown in figure 36, because of the sediment-transport relation adopted

being a power function of V.
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PART V: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions

46. The principal features of the numeri cal model developed
herein for calculation of flow and sediment-transport distributions in

alluvial-river bends may be summarized as follows:

i. The secondary-flow strength and the bed topography are
uncoupled from the calculation of distributions of lateral

shift velocity and streamwise velocity. This is accomplished
by, first, calculating the secondary-flow strength on the

basis of conservation of flux of moment-of-momentum, and,
second, determining the bed topography on the basis of radial
force equilibrium of the moving bed layer.

ii. The distributions of lateral shift velocity and depth-averaged
streamwise velocity are calculated, for the warped channel

determi ned as descri bed in step i above, from the depth
integrated equations expressing conservation of mass and

rnomentum. It was concluded that for flows which satisfy (24),
it is not necessary to include the third conservation

equation, that for radial-direction momentum, or to iterate
among three equations to obtain a solution. The numerical
scheme util izes the backward finite-difference method, and
evaluates transverse and streamwise distributions of the
radial mass-shift velocity and the depth-averaged streamwise

velocity.

47. Numerical simulations utilizing the model developed were made
for one laboratory flow, two Sacramento River flows, and three different

ideelt zed channel bends. The principal conclusions obtained from the

simulations are as follows:
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i. Generally satisfactory agreement between computed and measured

results was obtained by utilizing error tolerances

of EU" and EV of 2% and 0.2%, respect ive ly , In the absence of
better information, it is recommended that Cl::; 1.00 and B::;
3.50 be uti1ized. In instances where actual field data are
available on the rate of development and equilibrium values of

ST' Cl and B should be adjusted on the basis of the data.

ii. The most cost-effective square-grid size is approximate1y
equal to the mean flow depth.

iii• The computer program is capable of simulating f1ow in
multiple-bend channels with stepwise-varying radius of
curvature. On the basis of the numeri cal simulations, it was
found that the maximum permissible stepwise change of
centerl ine curvature for which the program wi11 run is about

2.5% in the case of increasing Rc' and about 10% for
decreasing Rc.

48. Further development and improvement of the model shou1d
include the following:

i. More complete and modern sediment-discharge and friction
factor models should be incorporated into the model. In
particular, it is recommended that Karimls7 model be
incorporated into the program to permit calculation of lateral
and streamwise variations of friction factor based on local
flow depth, velocity, and sediment discharge. Karims model
is unique in that it formally takes into account the

interdependence between sediment discharge and friction
factor, an interdependency which appears to be very important
in channel-bend flows.
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t i , A further refinement of the flow calculation would involve
incorporation of the radial-momentum equation, (18). This

would permit application of the model to bends with relatively
short radius of curvature. However, the numeri cal model would

become much more complex, and would require significantly more

computer time. The model developed herein is believed to be

adequate in its flow-calculation aspects for most natural
alluvial-channel bends.

iii. An effort should be made to incorporate features into the
model to permit prediction of the occurrence and

characteri sties of point bars and thei r effects on the flow
field. It is believed that this likely wil 1 require
incorporation of the radial-momentum equation and a more
refined sediment-discharge predictor, as described above.

iv. lAs is generally the case in river-flow analysis, there is a
pressing need for detailed, diagnostic-quality data on the
distributions of velocity and sediment discharge from both

natural and laboratory streams.

v. After some experience is gained with the model, the computer
program should be reviewed, made more compact and concise
where possible, and a userls manual for the program should be
prepared.
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Table 1

Hydraulic ànd Sediment Parameters. Used in Simulating the Sacramento River

Parameter Low Flow High Flow

Measured Average Measured Average
Range Value Range Value

Used Used

Q (c f s) 7,800-9,900 9,000 24,000-28,400 25,800

A (ft2) 3,190-4,340 3,960 6,370-7,60.0 6,950

V (ftis) 2.12-2.60 2.28 3.15-4.00 3.72

d (ft) 5.6-15.2 10.28 8.6-23.1 15.0
c

R (ft) 1,800-3,920 2,540 1,800-3,920 2,430
c

W (ft) 263-570 385 275-778 463

n 6.3-10.5 8.2 5.8-12.5 8.6

D50(mm) 0.7-6.3 1.0 0.7-10.8 1.3

S * 0.01-0.15 0.053 0.018-0.145 0.065T
ex 0.374 0.711

B 2.39 3.82

8 0.045 0.050c
Grid Size (ft) 9.6 9.6

E- (%) 0.1 0.1U
E (%) 1.0 1.0
V

* Maximum equilibrium transverse bed slope
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FLOW IN AllUVIAl-RIVER CURVES

by

Marco Falcon Ascanio1

and

John F. Kennedy2

I. INTRODUCTION

Even casual observers of Earth's geological features soon notice that

natural alluvial streams are seldom straight along reaches of more than a few

channel widths. Hydraulic engineers and other students of fluvial processes

long have recognized meandering to be not only an intriguing geometrical and

kinematical feature of rivers, but also one that has major effects on their

sedi ment-t ransp ort and roughness cha racteri st i es, Fluid mechanicians

appreciate further that the internal structure of flow in meandering rivers is

as fascinating as their migrating, serpentine channel lineament. Especially

engaging is the interaction between the vertical profile of the primary flow

and the centrifugal forces resulting from the flow's curvature. The principal

resu lt is the we11 known sp i ra 1 i ng or seconda ry flow in p1anes norma 1 to the

channel axis. Because the bed-surface sediment of a stream actively

transporting its bed material is in a quasi-fluidized state, even the

relatively small radial component of the bed shear stress and small near-bed

lprofessor and Director, Instituto de Mecanica de Fluidos, Facultad de
Ingeniereia, Universidad Central , Caracas, Venezuela. Formerly, Benedict
Fellow, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, USA.

2Carver Professor and Director, Institute of Hydraulic Research, The
University of Iowa, Iowa City, USA.
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velocities produced by the secondary flow transport sediment toward the inner

(convex) banks until the bed becomes inclined such that the gravity and shear

forces exerted radially along the bed on the moving bed-load particles are in

balance. The resulti ng greater depth near the outer banks increases the

primary-flow velocities there, which in turn intensifies the erosive attack on

the banks and al50 undermi nes them. Both of these effects aggravate bank

erosion and thereby promote further growth of the meanders.

Although the seemingly disproportionate effects of channel meandering on

river flow have been appreciated for several decades, attempts to develop a

mathematical model for the secondary flow and its interactions with the

primary flow and sediment motion have met with only 1imited success. The

principal stumbling block encountered arises from the radial shear-stress

force exerted on an elemental control volume at any elevation (the vertical

distribution of which is the principal determinant of the radial-plane

velocity profile) being the small difference between two much larger

quantities: the centrifugal body force and the radial pressure force

resulting from superelevation of the water surface. It is important to bear

in mind that even though the integrals of these two forces over the depth are

very nearly equal, locally they are grossly out of balance. The radial

gradient of pressure resulting from the transverse inclination of the free

surface is very nearly constant over the depth, while the centrifugal force

varies from zero at bed level to a maximum near the free surface. In fact, it

is precisely the difference between the distributions of these two nearly

equal forces that is responsible for the secondary flow. Moreover, the

secondary flow (or, viewed differently, the vertical gradient of the primary

velocity) causes the radial water-surface slope to be greater than it would be
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for a flow with vertically uniform primary velocity (which would not produce a

secondary current). This is because the secondary flow produces an inward

radial shear force on the bed; the corresponding radially outward force on the

flow must be balanced by part of the radial pressure-gradient force. Thus,

just in determining the distributions of the three principal radial forces-

pressure, shear, and centrifugal--exerted on the flow, one is faced with the

p robl em of havi ng two of them--shear and p ressure--unknown, even if the

velocity distribution of the primary flow and hence also the centrifugal-force

distribution are known. Clear1y to proceed with the calculation of these

forces, another relation, in addition to the equation expressing the ba1ance

of radial forces, is needed. Further physical considerations or assumptions

must be introduced to calculate the distribution of the radial velocity.

In the analytical model developed herein for vertical distributions of

radial shear stress and velocity, and radial distributions of depth and

streamwise velocity, an expression for the conservation of moment-of-momentum

is the additional relation utilized to close the formu1ation of the radial

forces. This aspect of the analysis is similar, for example, to use of

equations expressing balances of forces and moments to calculate the

supporting forces on a loaded, simply supported beam. One of the two unknown

forces does not appear in the formulation of moments about one of the

supports, and therefore the other can be ca1culated direct1y. A roughly

parallel approach is followed in the present ana1ysis. Formulation of the

f1 ux of moment-of-momentum about the 1ongitudi nal axi s at the bed surface

yields an expression for the radial pressure gradient. The radial momentum

equation then is used to obtain the vertical distribution of radial shear

stress. The transverse bed profile is determined from consideration of the
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force balance for the moving bed-load particles. The radial-velocity profile

is calculated by introducing into the radial momentum equation a linear

primary-shear-stress distribution and the eddy-viscosity distribution obtained

from the power-law distribution utilized for the primary velocity. Finally,

the radial distribution of local depth corresponding to the bed profile is

used in the calculation of the transverse distribution of depth-averaged

streamwise velocity. The analysis is limited to a channel of constant

centerline radius, which is a good approximation to extended reaches of bows

of many strongly meandering natural channels. Extension of the analytical

model to weakly meandering channels is developed in Falcon's thesis (1979).

Some of the background literature on this problem is cited in connection

with development of the present model. For a more complete review, reference

is made to the surveys by Callander (1968, 1978), to Falcon's (1979) thesis,

and to Odgaard's (1981) paper on river-bend topography.

11. ANAlYSIS

General. The idealized channel treated here has infinite length,

constant width. an erodible sediment bed, and banks with a conmen center of

curvature. The central, longitudinal channel axis at the level of the bed has

constant mean slope Sc' and describes a helix in space which traces a circle

of radi~s rc when projected onto a horizontal plane. The flow is conveniently

described in cylindrical coordinates: the vertical z axis passes through the

curvature center of the channel and is positive in ,the direction opposite to

gravity; in planes perpendicular to the z axis, locations are specified by

radial distance from the z axis, r, and polar angle, e, as shown in figure 1.

In order for the radial slopes of the bed and water surface to be constant

along the channel, the local streamwise slope, S(r), of both must be
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(1)

The flow is treated as uniform in the sense that its properties are

invariant along any helix with constant radius rand slope S. The analysis

wil 1 be restricted further to a central region of the channel, delineated in

figure I, throughout which the vertical velocity is much smaller than the

characteristic velocities in the rand 8 directions. The channel slope Sc

will be limited to small values, so that forces and velocities parallel to the

underlying bed-surface helices may be taken to be equal to those along the 8

coordinate. Finally, the restriction dir « 1 will be imposed, for reasons

that become apparent in the next section.

Vertical distribution of radial shear stress. Calculation of the radial

shear .st ress at any elevation requires, first, that the radial water-surface

slope land associated pressure gradient be determined, for use in calculation

of the vertical distribution of radial shear stress from the radial momentum

equation. The radial water-surface slope wil 1 be calculated from a

simplified, by means of an ordering analysis, formulation of the conservation

of flux of moment-of-momentum for the control volume shown in figure I, which

extends over the whole flow depth and has base dimensions I1r and I1S = r 118.

For this control volume equation of moment-of-momentum about an axis r =

constant at the bed surface is

1 ap 1 2 1 1v + _!_ ~ [d2 f o uvn dn]d f - n dn - d f p -n dn + f T dno ar 0 r 0 rz das 0 (2 )
1 a 2 1 2 1

+ --ra ar [rd f pu n dn] f puw dn = 0
0 0
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where, in addition to the quantities defined in figure 1, p = pressure:

z-n fl .d d .n = cr; p = U1 ens tty; u(r,n), v(r,n), and w(r,T)) = velocities in r,

0, and z directions, respectively; and Lrz(r,n) = Lzr(r,n) = shear stress

acting on surfaces normal to rand z axes, respectively. The fourth term in

(2) is zero for uniform flow. The remaining terms will be ordered by taking v

= O(V), where V(r) = depth-averaged flow velocity; u = O(u(r,1) :: Urn); and

the z-direction velocity w = O(w :: W ).max m
U2

fifth and sixth terms are of order O( ~ )
V

Relative to the second term, the

r Urn Wm
and O(ëIy- y-), respectively. Yen

(1965) concluded from his measurements of flow in curved channels that
U dvm = O(r). This result is suggested also by the analysis of Zimmermann and

Kennedy (1978, Eq. 7), which shows the ratio of radial to streamwise

components of bed shear stress to be
d

O(r) • If z = O(d), the continuity

equation,

u au av aw-+-+-+-=0r ar as az
(3 )

. h· h av .in W lC as is
Wm d

that U = O(r)·

flow being considered, requires
W 2

follows that~= O(Q)V r·
concluded then that the fifth and sixth terms of (2) are both O(~) relative to

zero for the uniform
U d

Because _!!! = 0 (-) itV r '
It is

th~ centrifugal-force (second) term, and can be dropped.

The shear-stress (third) term of (2) may be orde red by utilizing the

~quality of shear stresses and the Boussinesq shear-stress relation f~r

turbulent flow, and treating the eddy viscosity, EO' as constant over the

depth:
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(4 )

The eddy viscosity may be expressed as a product of the shear velocity, u*,

and depth; therefore,

1
f Trz dn = O(apu*U)o (5 )

where a = e:/u*d (a '" 0.079, according to Hinze (1975)). From (5) it follows

that

1
f T rz dno u* U= 0 (a ~ V V) = 0 (al f j8) (6 )

in which f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. Both a and Ifj8 are 0(10-1), and

therefore the third term of (2) is two orders of magnitude smaller than the

second and may be di sregarded. Because p = 0 (p V2), the fi rst and second

terms are of the same order. Incorporation of the simplifications resulting

from the foregoing ordering analysis reduces (2) to

1~
farndn=o

1 2vpf-ndno r (7)

U W
In the central region, where vm « 1 and vm « 1, it is reasonable to

assume that the vertical distribution of p is hydrostatic:

ao _ aH
.:.t:.. p 9 - pgHIar- ar= (8 )
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where 9 = gravitational acceleration and H is defined in figure 1. It has

been demonstrated by Yen (1965) that the deviation of the pressure from the

hydrostatic distribution is 0(%) or smaller in even moderately curved open

channel flow. The primary-flow velocity, v(r,n), wil 1 be expressed by the

power law,

v n+1 l/n
V=-n-n (9 )

where l/n = exponent, which is related to the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor

by

1 1 rrtx- = - -( f /8n K
(10)

where K = Karmanis constant. The background of this relation is reviewed by

Zimmermann and Kennedy (1978). Karim (1981) examined (10) critically, veri-

fied it with laboratory data, and formulated the dependence of K on sediment

concentration; this refinement will not be included in the present analysis.

Substitution of (8)and (9) into (7)yields

Hl (r) n+l i--- (11)
n rg

By means of an ordering analysis similar to the one developed above and

guided in some measure by his experimental results, Yen (1965) s tnp l iHëd tHe

radiäl momentumequation for curved open-channel flow to

2 aT
I v 1 zr - 0gH - ----r -pd on

(12 )
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It is noteworthy that Tzr makes a first-order contribution to the radial

momentum relation, but the corresponding vertical shear stress, T ,makes
rz

only a higher-order contribution to the moment-of-momentum equation if the

moment axis is taken at bed level to avoid inclusion of the bed shear

stress. This is, in fact, the motivation for utilizing the moment relation:

it avoids specification of T at the bed in the determination of H'.rz
Substitution of (9) into (12), integration of the resulting expression from

arbitrary n to n = 1, and application of the boundary

condition T (1) = 0 yieldsrz

2+n
I V2 ~ -n-

Tzr(r,n) = pgd [H (n-1) - rg r1frï+2T (n - I)J (13 )

Traverse bed profile and depth distribution. Equilibrium of the trans-

verse bed profile, h(r,e) in figure 1, and of the depth, d(r), are attained

when the radial-plane forces acting on the moving, bed-load particles sum to

zero. Bed-load movement will be treated as occurring in a layer of thickness

Yb, as shown in figure 1. The shear forces exerted on this agitated, somewhat

dilated, moving layer are in reality diffuse, "seepage" forces caused by the

flow within the layer's intersticies, and any net force, however small, in the

radial direction will produce transverse motion of the bed-load particles.

Therefore, radial equilibrium will be reached when the local bed inclination,

e(r), is such that

(14 )
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where p = porosity of the bed-layer; Ap = p -p; and p = density of bed parti-s s
cles. In the development of his detailed, conputer-s tmul at ion model of sedi-

ment transport in streams, Karim (1981) concluded from inferential evidence

that

(15)

where 050 = median bed-material size, = 1oca 1 shear

velocity = V/f/8; and u*c = critical shear velocity for incipient particle

motion. In terms of the Shields parameter, e, u*c may be expressed

(16 )

which defines e. Substitution of (13), (ll), (15) and (16) into (14), and

incorporation of the simplification of (10) to Nunner's (1956) relation (Hinze

1975),

n = 1/1t (17)

which corresponds to K = 0.354, yields

ST sin a d l8e + If
- = r FO lTi))

1 + 2IT

where FO = V//g ~ 050•

(18 )
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The traverse bed profile may be calculated by neglecting the effect of H'

on d(r); then

dd
sin s = --ar (19 )

The velocity V to be used in (18) is obtained by incorporating (1) into the

local expression of the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor,

V(r) = ~= 1'8 oSpgd(r) =
p f pf

las ~ god(r)
c r f (20)

where Toa = longitudinal shear stress acting on the bed; and o(r) = bed-shear

stress reduction factor defined by

Toa(r): = oSpgd(r) (21)
I

whieh iakes into account the t ransp ort of pri mary- flow momenturn out of the

central region to the vicinity of the outer bank, where it is balanced by bank

shear. An analysis of 0 is developed below. Substitution of (19), (20), and

(1) into (18) and integration of the resulting expression for ~ yields

1 1---=
Id ~

(22)

where the subscript c denotes the centerline values used in setting the inte-

gration constant. Elimination of oSc from (22) by means of (20) and replacing

V by its section averaged value for the whole flow, v,to facilitate

verification, leads to

All
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~dd = 1 _ (1 _ / r ) l8e 1 + If F
c rc (l-p) 1 + 211 0

(23 )

where FO = V/i 9 ~ 050
Utilization of the mean velocity for the whole cross section in the

calculation of d(r) from (23), or in cal.culating an average value of ST from

(18), by replacing FO with FO neglects the effects of the variation of V

across the channel, but nevertheless yields satisfactory results, as is

demonstrated in Section 111.

Equations 20 and 23 give the radial distribution of mean velocity for

uniform flow. In practical applications, it generally suffices to take

ó = 1.

Vertical distribution of transverse velocity. Calculation of the radial

plane velocity will incorporate the following assumptions:

1. The primary-flow shear stress, T , is linearly distributeda. ze
and arre makes a negligible contribution to the streamwise force balance:

(24 )

2. The eddy viscosity is isotropic and is given by

d T ze
E:~r,n) - p av

an

(25 )

4. Because of the isotropy of E:, the radial velocity and shear stress, ,.

are related by,

A12
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( )
_ pe: a u

T zr r,n - cr an (26 )

Substitution of (9) and (24) into (25) yields

(27)

whieh, when substituted along with (13) into (26), leads to

3 1-n
1-n 2 2 n -n-

j! = _1_ L n+I? [H' n V (n+1 ) n -n dn ]
V ö\ re n2 0 - n - rg n(n+2) 1-n (28 )

For steady, uniform flow, u must satisfy

1
! u(n) dn = 0
o

(29 )

There is no assuranee that (28) wi 11 sat i sfy thi s requi rement if H' gi ven by

(11) is utilized, beeause of errors inherent in the Boussinesq eddy-viseosity

mode1 and other assumpt i ons that have been made in the deri vat i on of the

relation for u. Therefore, the integral of (29) will be evaluated for arbi-

trary H', denoted by H'u and expressed as

2
T n+1 !_

- n rg (30 )

where T = H'/H' and H' is given by (11). Substituion of (28) and (30) intou
(29), utilization of the expansion

Al3
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(31 )

and term-by-term integration of the resulting series yie1ds

1n 1 co

[- TTl - n+2 .L
J=O

3 1. 1 +.- + +J - Jn n
(Tl _ Tl ) ]
l +l+j l +j
n n

(32 )

Equation 29 is satisfied if T ;s g;ven by

T(n)
co

~n+1 ) L [ 3 1 _ 1 ]
n (n+2) j=O (- + 2 + j)(l + 1 + j) (l + 1 + j)(l + j)n n n n

(33)

Incorporation of (17), (20), and (33) into (32) gives

1
co 4

u r 8.t {(n+1) [ 1
V d = J-O n2(n+2) (l + 2 + J.}(l + 1n n + j)

-
1 1 1 ] Tl n
(n + 1 + j) (n + j)

3 1 .3 n + +J
in±1__L_[.:.J...r--Tl_

- ï1\n+2} (3 1 .)- + +Jn

1 .- +Jn
Tl J} G(Tl,n}- (i +j) -

(34 )

Equation 34 is portrayed in figure 2 for four values of n which span the range

from very rough (n = 2.5; f = 0.16) to relatively smooth (n = 10, f = 0.01)

channels. It is noteworthy that for all but very low values of n, the

velocity profiles are nearly linear except near the bed, with u = 0 at about

mid-depth.

A remark on Hl and Hlu• In the foregoing analysis, two expressions were

deri ved for the transverse s 1ope of the water surface: (11), and (30) and

(33). Corresponding to each of these is a different value of Tzr(O), the

radial component of the bed shear stress. Their ratio T = H'u/H' given by

A14
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(33) has a nearly constant value of 0.9 for 2 < n < 8. In view of the near

equality of H'u and Hl, why was it necessary to utilize different values in

the formulations of Tand of u(n)? The problem is one of sensitivity, aszr
will now be demonstrated. Equation 13 gives

v2 (n+l)2 I
Tor(r) = Tzr(r,O) = pgd erg ~ - H ] (35 )

which together with (11) for Hl shows that T is the difference between twoor
small quantities multiplied by a large one, (pgd). Therefore, small errors in

the expression for the transverse water slope produce large errors in Tor. For

example, the ratio of T given by (35) with Hl replaced by Hlu obtained fromor
(30) and (33), to T yielded by (35) and (11) varies widely with n, fromor
about 0.6 for n = 2 to nearly 0.2 for n = 8. Because the radial bed slope and

thus also the bed profile depend directlyon Tor' as is shown by (14), it is

important in their derivation to have an accurate estimate of T --one whoseor
calculation avoids use of such artifices as the Boussinesq relation, and

instead directly utilizes a mechanics principle such as conservation of moment

of momentum. The effect of the radial water-surface slope on u(n) calculated

from the Boussinesq relation may be examined by substituting (26) into (12)

and treating E as constant, say EO ' which results in

2
Equation 36 shows that -4 ' and hence u(n) , also is very sensitive to the

an
small difference between two nearly equal quantities multiplied by a large

one. Accordi ngly, only a very sma11 adjustment in the radial water- surface

AIS



slope is required to compensate for the effects on u of the assumptions made

in its calculation, and thereby to permit u to satisfy the continuity

requirement, (29). But this small ad.iustment tn HI--amounting to only about

10 percent, as just noted--has a major effect on Tor' as (35) demonstrates.

Secondary-flow effects on T 6 and v. In a laterally nonuniform curved
l

flow, the secondary current produces a net radial transport of streamwise

(a-direction) momentum out of the cent ral region, which in turn

reduces Tza and in so doing modifies v(r,n)(or n). It was anticipation of this

effect which prompted incorporation of the factor ö (r) into the shear-stress

expressions, (20) and (21). Calculation of s and the secondary-flow effect

on v(n) proceeds from the a -di re ct i on momentumequat i on with Tre negl ected,

(37}

Multiplication of (3) by v, addition of the result to (37), integration of the

new relation from n to 1, and imposition of the boundary condition

Tze(r,l,e) = 0 gives

{_J1a(UV)d 21 lal
Tie = pd ar n - r J uv dn - J as dn -

n n n
1d [(wv)n=l - wvJ + 9 S(I-n)}.

(38)

where S = - ~~. The z velocity, w, is evaluated from the continuity equat f on ,

(3), the relation for u, (32), and the identities,

-d Èl! - (z-h) lQ
~=_ ar ar=
a r d2

-d a (H-d) _ nd !Q.
ar ar

(l-n) _dd __aH
dr ar= ----=:..;___;~-
d

(39 )
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and, similarly,

aT) _ Sas - d· (40 )

The result is

w (r );;:- [s! + dd + d(1 dV _ 1 .!&) ] ~
.T) r dr V dr s dr 0

+ [~~ - ~~ (1-T))] u - Sv.

u dn (41 )

Substitution of (9), (34), and (41) for v, u, and w along with

2 2a v S a vas-;;:dan (42 )

into (38) yields

1
r ze d dd d d dV d d5 1 n
pgSd;;: (l-n) - 64ó r n(n+l){[crr + 2 r + 4 V crr - 6 crr] f G(n.n) n dn

n
1-n

+ [dd + Q + 3 Q dV _ Q Q§_] n f G(n.n) dn}
dr r V dr s dr n 0 (43)

where G is defined by (34).

The first terms on the right-hand side of (43) is the linear shear-stress

distribution, and the second term expresses the shear-stress reduction due to

the transverse gradient of lateral flux of streamwise momentum. In the calcu

lation of 'ze it is assumed that the ~~ term is negligible in comparison to
ddthe other derivative terms in brackets. Substitution of (18) for ar and of
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(20) for V then permits calculation of the shear stress at any location. The

bed-shear-stress reduction factor, ~, introduced in (20) and (21), is obtained

by letting n = 0 in (43). To gain some idea of its magnitude, a representa

tive constant value of s for the whole central region, say 6, wil 1 be deter

mined. For this calculation it is appropriate to replace V and d by their

section-averaged values, V and d, after carrying out the substitutions and

taking the derivatives in (43); and to take r = rc. The result is

"6 = Toe =[1 + 192..Q. n (n+1) ST ~ G(n,n)n l/n dnr1 (44)
pgSd rc 0

where ST is obtained from (18) by replacing d and V by d·and V. The integral

of (44) was evaluated numerica1ly, with the result shown in figure 3. Values

of ~ for some field and laboratory flows are presented in the next section.

The effect of the secondary flow on the primary-flow velocity

distribution may be estimated by substituting (17) into (20) and replacing

s by 6. If V is considered to be constant, n is increased, as 1/16 , which

corresponds to the velocity becoming blunter. This is the observed effect of

secondary flow on v(n) (Falcon 1978).

111. VERIFICATION

Oata utilized in the verifications reported here are summarized in table

1. Fëllcon (1978) presents additional comparisons of measured and cOlllPuted

quant j t ies ,

Bed topography. Zimmermann (1974) and Zimmermann and Kennedy (197~)

report.ed the results of experiments conducted in three, concentr ic, &O-çm

wide, circular-plan-form flumes with a central angle that approached 211'. Two
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different sediments, with median diameters of 0.21 mm and 0.55 mm, were

used. Longitudinal bed profiles were measured at 11 different radii, and the

transverse bed profiles obtained from them for numerous cross-sections in the

reaches of fully developed flow were plotted and averaged. The transverse

profiles were found to be slightly convex upward, as illustrated in figure

4. Mean transverse bed sl opes, averaged across numerous sect i ons for each

run, were then computed. Figure 5 shows the transverse slopes, ST ' so deter

mined p1otted in the format of (18) based on cross-sect i on-averaged

properties. Excellent agreement between measured and computed values is

obtained if ,'Ep) = 1.3. If the limiting value (for fully turbulent boundary

layers) of the Shields parameter, e = 0.06, is adopted, the resulting porosity

is p = 0.47, a not unreasonable value for the agitated, dilated, moving bed-

load particles. The computed profile for Ztnmermann vs (1974) Run No. RII-13

shown in figure 4 was obtained from (23), using these values of e and p. The

centerline depth, dc = 9.66 cm utilized in computing the profile was obtained

by equating the reported mean depth, 10.1 cm, to the mean depth Cf calculated

by integration of d given by (23) across the channel width:

~ = 1 - 24> + 24>2
c

( 2 ) ( 3/2 3/2 )
4 4>-4> r - r.+ 0 1
j

rr(r -r.)
COl

(45 )

h _-F/891+/f d di t f h· dw ere 4> _ 0 (l-p) 1 ' and ri an ro = ra i1 0 t e inner an outer
+ 217

banks, respectively. Calculation of the relation between d and dc in this way

is consistent with the measurement procedure that was used. Falcon (1978)

describes calculation of ëi in a way that is consistent with conservation of

bed-material volume in a curved channel. The friction factor utilized, f =

0.165 for this flow, is the value for the bed section obtained from the side-
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wall-correction procedure (Vanoni 1976, p. 152). The measured and computed

profiles are in excellent agreement. The bed-shear-stress reduction factor

obtdined from (44) for this flow is i = 0.43, which shows that in this

relatively narrow channel the secondary current produced a major reduction in

the bed shear.
Figure 6 compares measured and computed transverse bed profiles for a

Missouri River section (Falcon 1978). In computing the profile, d was taken

to be equal to dc' because of the difficulty of determining rc for a wide

natural stream, and of the insensitivity of dc to rc (see (45)). Included in

figure 6 is the mean bed profile given by (18), which also is seen to give

quite good results. Equation 44 gives"6 = 0.97 for th is relatively wide,

shallow flow, demonstrating the bed shear stress at any r in the central

region of this natural channel is nearly equal the local value of pgdS. Other

comparisons of measured and computed bed profiles yielded conformities as good

as those demonstrated in figures 4 and 6. In evaluating data from natural

streams, in which the flow is seldom steady for appreciable periods, there is

always uncertainty about the equilibrium of the bed topography. Moreover, the

bed-material size of ten varies widely across a section, of ten by a factor of

five or more. In view of these difficulties, it is suggested that in the

ca1cul at i on of bed topography by means of (18) and (23), averaged (across

cha~nel sections, and along subreaches that are sufficiently short that rc is

practically constant) values of d and V be used, and that the median diameter

of t~~ material that can be moved by the flow be utilized for D50·

Furthermore, for most natural-stream situations, the refinement given by (23)

i~ propaply not justified; a straight-line profile with slope ST given by (18)

and. passi n9 through d = d at r = r is generally as accurate as the field
c
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data warrant, and perhaps within the reproducibility of bed topography of

natural streams with thei r vagaries of discharge and bed-sediment

characteristics.

Velocity distributions. It is very difficult to obtain reliable data on

u(n,r) in erodible-bed channels, because of the small values of the

secondary-flow velocities, and of the problems posed by the moving sediment

and the continuous bed changes attendant to migration of bed forms.

Therefore, the two measured profiles obtained by Kikkawa, Ikeda, and Kitagawa

(1976) from uniform flow in a circular-plan-form, rigid channel were utilized

in the verification of (34), with the results shown in figure 7. Kikkawa et

al (1976) developed an analytic model for u(n} , which can be seen in their

paper also to yield generally satisfactory results exc~pt near the bed, where

it does not satisfy the no-slip condition. Comparisons presented by Falcon

(1979) of (34) with the rigid, sinuous-channel data on transverse-velocities

reported by Yen (1965) also demonstrate very satisfactory agreement.

The transverse distributions of V, the depth-averaged streamwi se

velocity, in erodible-bed channels are somewhat easier to measure than the

radial-velocity distributions. Velocity data obtained by Onishi (1972) at the

apex cross sections in two of his rigid-bank, erodible-bed, meandering-channel

flows were used to validate the distribution of V obtained from (20) and

(23). The average friction factors, f, used in the computations were obtained

from the reported mean values of velocity, depth and slope for the flows, and

the Oarcy-Weisbach relation in the form

(46 )
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Note that computation of f from (46), which assumes 0 = 1, and of the

corresponding n from (17), computation of ~ from (44) for this n, and use of

"6 and 7 in (20) to determ1ne V(r) is slightly inconsistent. Falcon recommends

iteration between (20) with V = V , (44), and (17) to obtain consistent values

of n, f, and I. However, the convergence is quite rapid and the effect on

the conput ed V(r) or u(n) is not great. The computed and measured distribu

tions of V(r) shown in figure 8 agree quite well except near the banks, where

V must tend to zero.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It must be borne in mind that the model developed here is strictly valid

only for uniform, curved-channel flows. However, the available experimental

data on flows in strongly curved channel s (Zimmermann 1974, Zimmermann and

Kennedy 1978, Odgaard and Kennedy 1982) indicate that they are characterized

by relatively small phase shifts or lag distances between local secondary-flow

properties or bed topography and local channel curvature. Therefore,

application of the present model utilizing local channel and flow

characteristics in nonuniform flows, as was done in the foregoing comparison

with Onishi's (1972) data, will generally yield satisfactory results.

However, in the case of flow in weakly meandering sinuous channels, as

investigated by Gottlieb (1976) and Falcon (1979), the phase shift between

local channel curvature and secondary-flow strength approaches w/2.

The analytical model developed here is valid only for the central regions

of curved-channel flows, which generally extend to about one local depth from

the bank. In the near-bank regions, the flow becomes strongly three

dimensional and heavily influenced by local bank characteristics (erodibility,
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slope, roughness, etc). Analysis of the flow and sediment transport in these

regions is correspondingly more difficult than for the central region, and

likely must await availability of better experimental data for its guidance.
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FlGURE CAPTIONS

1. Definition sketch for flow in an alluvial-channel bend.

2. Distribution of radial-plane, secondary-flow velocity given by (34).
1

1 n
f G(n,11)11 dn , where G is
o3. Result of the numerical evaluation of

given by (34).

4. Transverse bed profil es measured in Zimmermann' s (1974) Run RIl-l3,
and computed from (23).

5. Conpar ison of (18) and Zimmermann and Kennedy's (1978) measured
transverse bed slopes.

6. Transverse bed profile measured in Missouri River (Falcon 1978) and,
those computed from (18) (----) and (23) (--) •

7. Secondary-flow velocity profiles measured by Kikkawa et al (1976) arp
computed from (34).

8. Comparison of Onishi' s (1972) measured transverse dt st r-tbut ions of
depth-averaged velocity and those computed from (20) and (23).
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Table 1

Summary of Data Used in Verification Calculations

Ref Run V d 050 S f re ro-ri 6
!l> No. cm/sec cm lTI11 m m
N
IJl

Z;mmermann RIl-13 36.7 10.5 0.21 0.0028 0.165 2.55 0.60 0.43
(1974)

Falcon r~;ssouri 156 354 0.23 0.00015 0.0171 2,975 -- 150 0.97
(1978) River

Kikkawa F-l 40 5.0 - 0.002 0.049 4.50 0.90
et al (1976) F-3 48 6.3 - 0.002 0.043 4.50 0.90

On;shi C-13 54.2 13.1 0.25 0.0024 0.083 8.53 2.08 0.68
(1972) CH-13 53.6 13.3 0.25 0.018 0.62 9.09 0.90 0.65
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Figure 1. Definition sketch for flow in an alluvial-channel bend.
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c ••• *-****.****-** MAIN PROGRAM PR-SEG6 ****--* ••**••-* ... *••
C THIS IS A GENERAL PROGRAM FOR A RIVER REACH COMPOSED -

OF SEVERAL SEGMENTED BENDS WITH POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE -
RADII OF CURVATURE. THIS PROGRAM SIMULTANEOUSLY ..
SOLVES THE CONTINUITY AND MOMENTUM EQUATIONS BY ..
ITERATING BETWEEN THEM. EACH NE~ SEGMENT INPUT DATA •
MUST BE READ AT THE FIRST SECTION OF EACH SEGMENT. •

c • • • * - .. - * • * .. .. • .. - * • • • - • .. - .. * • • * - • *
C SUBROUTINES: *
C FALL : DETERMINES THE F-PARAMETERS, WHICH DEPEND ON THE-
e FOLLOWING: -
c F1 = C ST, RC, R, H ) ..
C F2 = C ST, RC, R, G1, G2, G3, H ) *
C F3 = C ST, RC, V, R, Gi. G2, G3, H. F. VBAR) *
C F4 = ( ST, R, H ) *
C GALL DETERMINES THE G-PARAMETERS, WHICH DEPEND ON: *
c G = ( RHOS. BETA, ALPHA) ..
C G1 = F, BETA ) *
C G2 = F) ..
C G3 = ( VBAR, RHOS, 050, F, BETA. ALPHA, THETAC, *
C POR. G ) *
C INTG~L EVALUATES THE INTEGRAL: *
C SUM = INT( R .. SQRT( CA .. R + B) I CR + 0) » •
C FROM RCJ-l) Ta R(J) ..
C CALQ DETFRMINES THE DISCHARGE OVER THE CROSS ..
C SECTION GIVEN: *

c
c
C
c

c

APPENDIX B: LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM PR-SEG6

AND INPUT-OUTPUT SAMPLES
MAIN PROGRAM PR-SEG6

( M, V, HL, R GETS VA, va, AT, QT ) •
(' .. ,., *
c
c
c
("

c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c
Î.
e
c
c
c

... .. * * .", * ,., • .. * ,., .. * ... * •...... ... .. .. 'Ir ...... * *
VARIABLES: *

UBI = TRANSVERSE SHIFT VELOCITY (FT/SEC) ..
UBI~l = VALUES FOR UBAR AT THE PREVIOUS SECTIO~. USED *

WHEN CHANGING ORIENTATION OR WHEN USEO AS AN ...
APPROXIMATION Ta THE CURRENT SECTION'S VALUES *
(KOPT1=l) *

TUB = TEMPORARY STORAGf OF UBAR WHEN CHANGING *
DRIENTATION ...

UBNI = UPDATEO TRANSVERSE SHIfT VELOCITY (FT/SEC) ..
VI = STR[AM~ISE VELOCITY (FT/SEC) *

VIMl = PREVIOUS VALUE OF VI AT ( I - 1 ) ...
T~~V _ TEMPO~ARY STORAGE OF V WHEN CHANGING ORIENTATICN*

OR VALUES OF ETA-MODIFIED V *
VNI = UPDATED STREAMWISE VELOCITY (FT/SEC) *
UI = LOCAL SECONOARY FLOW VELOCITY--MOOIFIED CFr/SEt)~

HLIV = LOCAl FLOW DEPTH AT SECTION I (FT) *
NONDIMENSIONALIZED BY THE VERTICAL LENGTH---H ..

HLIH = LOCAL FLOW OEPTH AT SECTION I (FT) ~
NONDIMENSIONALIZED BY THE HORIZONTAL LENGTH---W •

~LIMIV = LOCAL FLO~ DEPTH AT PREVIOUS SECTION (I-I) FT *...... *
*

11 .. 11~LIMIH =
THLV - TE~PORARY STORAGE OF HLV ~HEN CHANGING

ORIENTATION ...
".. HLH " *THLH = " "

Bl



C SI = LOCAL STREAMWISE POSITrON AT SECTION I CFT) *
C SIMl = LOCAL STREAMWISE POSITION AT PREvrous SECTION *
C (I - 1) (FT) *

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C " *
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

TEMPS
UC
ua

STI
R

TEMPR
VA

c VQ
V =

VB =
U =

HL .
ILOC =

IS EG
NIST
IS T 0

IKEEP

= TEMPORARY S STORAGE FOR REVERSING ORIE~TATION
= CENTERLINE SECONDARY FLOw VELOCITY (FT/SEC)
= INITIAL CONDITION FOR THE SECONDARY FLOW

1 NTE GR A T ION
= CUMULATIVE TRANSVERSE BED SLOPE
= RADIAL COORDINATE FROM THE CENTERLINE tFT)
= TEMPORARY R STORAGE FOR REVERSING ORIENTATJON= LOCAL FLOW AREA (SQ FT)
= LOCAL FLOw DISCHARGE CCFS)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

STORAGE ARRAY FOR OUTPUT
" " It n

" " " "
" " " " *ARRAY DENOTING THE SECTION NUMBER WHERE EACH NEW*

SEGMENT BEG INS
= ARRAY DENOTING THE SECTION NUMBER WHERE THE

VELOCITIES ANO OEPTHS A~E KEPT UNTIL FINAL
TAOULATION MAXIMUM CF 6 VALUES STOREO-TNLET.
40THERS. OUTLET

= VARIABLE FOR THE ILOC ARRAY
= VARIABLE FOR THE IST ARRAY
= LAST VALUE OF NIST IN IST-AR~AY : DIMENSIO~

OF IST
= PARAMETER TO TfLL ~HETHER Ta STORE FOR TABULATION

CIKEEP=I) OR PASS ON TO NEXT SECTION (IKEEP=O) *

*•
•
•
*•
*
'"
'"

'" '" '" '" '" • * '" .• '" * '" .. * '" '" • * • '" * .. * .. • '" * .. *
H = MEAN FLOW DEPTH (FT) •

HV = H NONOIMENSIONAlIZED BY H---THUS UNITY •
HH = H " " W '"
RC = RADIUS OF CURVATURE (FT) *

Re IS POSITIVE IF THE ORIGIN IS LOCATED ON THE *
RIGHT BANK SIOr ..
Re IS NEGATIVE IF THE ORIGIN IS LOCATEC ON THE *
LEFT BANK SIOE *

RO = PREVIOUS SECTION'S Re TO CHECK ORIENTATION *
SI, S2 = STARTI~G, ENDING CENTERLINE COOROI~ATE~ OF EAC~ •

BEND SEGMENT '"
SC = CUMULATIVE CENTERLINE STREAMWISE COORDINAT[ *

seo = PR~VIOUS SECTION'S CENTER LINE COORDINATE '"
OS = CENTER LINE OISTANCE BETWEEN SECTIONS '"
F = DARCY-WfISBACH FRICTION FACTOR '"

NOTE THAT F IS USUALLY DETERMINEO SY ..
F = 8.0 '"G * R '"S I ( V•• ? ) ..

THUS, SPECIFYING 3 OF ( F, R, S. OR V ) '"
OETERMINES THE FOURTH PARAMETER *

VAAR = MEAN STREAMWISE FLOW VELOCITY (FT/SEC) •
REMAlNS IN ORIGINAL UNITS 8Y THE NAME VACT '"

SCL = CENTERLINE wATER-SURF ACE SLOPE *
W = RIVER wIDTH (FT) •
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C REMAlNS IN THE ORIGINAL UNITS BY THE NAME \JACT '*C N = NUM BER OF STREAMWISE POSITIONS *
C M = NUt~BER OF RADIAL POSITIONS---TAKEN 000 FOR '*
C CENTERLINE '*
C NS [G = NUMBER OF CONSECUTTVE SEGME.:NTEO BENOS '*
C NSTfPS = NUM RER OF SECTIONS THAT INTERVAL ( SI, 52 ) IS ..
c TO BE OIVIDED *
C .. .. '* " '* '* '* ·It .. * • '* '* .. * '* '* '* .., .. '* '* '* .. .. " '* .. '* .. '*
C ALPHA = CONSTANT USED IN BEO-LA YE R RELATIONSHIF '*c BE TA = CONSTANT USED IN SHEAR-STRESS RELATIONSHIP '*
C POR = 8ED-LAYER POROSJTY *C SG = SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF SE.DIMENT ..
C 050 = MEDIAN BED-MATER lAL PARTICLE SIZE (MM) ..
C R MU = DYNAMIC VISCOSITY ..
C THETAC = SHI ELOS PARAMETER •
C .. .., .. .... .. .., * '* .. .. * .. '* * .. * .. .. * '* * • .. *' '* * '* .. • .. ..

OlMENSION VI (17), VIM1(17), VNl(17)
DIMENSION U8I(17), UBIM1(17), UBNI(17), UI(17)
DIMENSION SI(17), SIM1(17), HLIV(17), HLIMIV(17)
DIM[NSJON HLIH(17), HLIMIH(11)
OlMENSION R(l7>, VA(l7), VQCl7>
DI~ENSION TUB(17), TEMV(11), THLV(17). THLH(17)
DIMENSION TEMPR(17). TEMPS(l7)
DIMENSION ILOC(5), I5T(6)
DIMENSION V(6,17), U8C6,17), U(6,17), HL(6,17)
DIMENSION UOPU(6,17), UTRAN(6,11), ANGLE(6,11)
DIM[NSION QQSS(6,17)

c
C PRIMOS 110 COMMENT
C

OPEN(5,FILE='SEGDAT')
OPr.N(6,FILE='OUTT')
REAO(5,10) VBAR,H,W,SCl,POR,SG,RMU,NSEG
WRITEC6,5)

5 FOR~AT(II,20X,'MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE PREDICTION OF •
t ,I,24X,'THE VELOCITY FIELD IN RIVER FLOW',II)
WRITE«(,,6)

6 FORMAT(lX,7R('*'»
10 FORMAT(6FIO.5,E15.5,I4)

NSESPI = NSEG + 1
REAO(S,12) ( ILOC(I),I=l,NSEGPl )

12 FORMAT(7IIO)
WRITE(6,14)

14 FO~MAT(II,15X,'VALUES FOR VBAR, H, IJ, SCL, POR, SG. RMU.
!l NS[G :')
WRITE(6,15) VBAR, H, IJ, SCL, POR, SG, RMU, NSEG

15 FOq~AT(5X,3FlO.3.E13.5,2F7.3,El1.3,I4./)
WRITEC6.16)

]6 FOR~AT(14X,'SECTION NUMBERS WHERE NEW SEGMENTS BEGIN
1", AQ[ :')
IJRITE(6,12) ( ILOCCI),I=l,NSEGPl )
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WRITE(6,6)

C
C • •
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C • •
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DEFINITIONS OF VARIOUS TERMS USED
• * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * • •MCL
IMl
IM2 =
IM3 =
IM4 =

= RADIAL CENTERLINE POSITrON
= DESIGNATED RADIAL POSITION TO RE PRINTED *•

•
•

" " " " " "" " " " " "n « " " " «
*NOTE: 5 POSITIONS PRINTED IN ALL: •

1 = NEGATIVE RIGHT bANK •
2 = QUARTER POl~T *
3 = CENTER LINE *
4 = 3-QUARTER POINT •
5 = POSITIVE LEFT BANK *

MP = INCREMENT FOR RADIAL LOCATION OUTPUT •
= INCR[MENT FOR DOWNSTREAM SECTION OUTPUT *
= DOWNSTREAM SECTION INDEX *
= DIS PRINTING OPTION PARAMETER FOR RESULTS *

EVERY IOUT-TH SECTION IS PRINTED •
= TEST PARAMETER/VARIABLE FOR JOUT-TH SECTION *
= EPSILON FOR [RROR IN V 8ETWEEN ITERATIONS *

« " " "UBAR BETWEEN ITERATIONS *= ITERATION COUNTER OF UBAR *
= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OESIRED FOR UBAR *

CALCULATtON •
= F~EQUENCY OF OUTPUT OURING ITERATION PROCfOURf FCR*

UBAR •
= PRINTING PARAMETER FOP KTIM-TH ITERATION OUTPUT •
= OPTION PARAMETER FOR INITIAL APPROXIMATION FOR U8AR= 1 FOR USING PREVIOUS SECTION'S VALUES *
= 2 FOR USING DISCRETIZED CONTINUITY EDUATION *
= 3 FOR ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF THE CONTINUITY EQUATICN*
= OPTION PARAMETER FOR SOLVING QUADRATIC FORMULA •

FOR V *
= 1 FOR ORIGIN~L DISCRETIZED MOMENTUM EQUATION •
= 2 FOR MODIFIED DISCRETIZED MOMENTUM EQUATION WHlfH*

INClUDES THE CONTINUITY EQUATION *
= OPTION PARAMETER FOR RADIAL INTEGRATION OIRECTION *
= 1 FOR DIRECT ION FROM THE POSITIVE LEFT BANK ACROSS

TO THE NEGATIVE RIGHT BANK *
= 2 FOR DIRECTION FROM THE NEGATIVE RIGHT BANK ACROSS

TO THE POSITIVE LEFT BANK *

NP
J

TOUT

~OUT
EPSV
EPSU =

KOUNT
KMAX

KTIM

KP
KCPTl

KOPT2

KOPT3

* • * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * • * ~ * • • ~ • • *
~ORE DEFINITIONS

PI = PI !!! OOSTON CREME. APPLE. PUMPKIN. ETC.
G = GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT

AAA = COEFFJCIENT IN SEDIMENT RELATION
888 = EXPONENT IN SEDIMENT RELATION

SEDI~[NT RELATION --- POWER LAW OF THE FORM
QS = AAA • VBAR *. SBB

*•
*
*
•
*
*
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FTM"1 = rONVERSION NUMBER OF MM IN ONE FOOT •
= MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR U-V COMPATI9ILITY ."
= SIZE OF IST-ARRAY --- PRINT 1. ISTD --- LAST VALUE·

c
c
c
C .*** ••••••• *** •••••••• *********.****.*** •••• *",•••• **.**** ••••

KUVM
ISTD

Q = WATER. OISCHARGE ."

QS = SEDIMENT OISCHARGE ",

Q SACT = SEDIMENT DISCHARGE---ACTUAL •
V ST AR = SHEAR VELOCITY ."

FR CUDE = FROUDE NUMBER *
RN = POWER lAW EXPONENT *

f:ELR. = RADIAL STEP SIZE •
8l, 8Ç( = POSITIVE LEFT ANO NEGATIVE RIGHT BANKS. ",

RESPECTIVELY ."

r:
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
C
c .****.**••**.********.*****.*~*****•••* ••• **••* •••• *.*.* •••••
C
C
C
C
C
C ****",**.*•• *.*****.**.***",**.*.**** ••• *.*.***.** ••• *•••• ",.*••
C VARIABl~S TO DEFINE EVERY RUN

PI = 3.141592654
G = 32.174
FTMM = 304.H
AAA = 0.108
BA8 = 4.0
r-..I = 545
M = 17
MCl = g
IMl = 'j
IM2 = MCL
IM3 = 13

GPl,GP2 = OIMENSIONlESS GRAVITATIONAL TERMS BY DEPlH H AND *
WIDlH W *

RE ST AR = BOUNDARY REYNOLDS NUMBER ..
VSlARC = CRITICAL SHEAR VELOCITY *

FRO = DENSIMETRIC FROUDE NUMB[R •

I Mlt = M
IOU T = 2
MP :: 1
NP :: 1
EPSV = 0.001
EP~U = 0.01
KMAX = 20
KTIM = 10
KOPTl = :3
KOPT2 = 2
KOPT3 = 2
KUVM = 20
r s r o = 6
IST(l) = 1
IST(2) = 69
lST(3) = 205
IST(4) = 341
IST (5) = ~17
IST OSlO) = N
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WRITEC6,20) N, M, HCl, IMl, IM2, IM3. IM~, IOUT. MP, NP
20 FORMAT(5X,'DOWNSTREAM STEPS = ',15,' RADIAL STfPS = ',15,

S' ~ENTER AT M = ',I5,/,5X,'RAOIAL POSITIONS STORED AT
$ J = 1 t,QI5,/,5X,'RESULTS OUTPUT [VERY ',15.
S' SECTIONS',1,5X,D/S AND RADIAL OUTPUT FqEQUENCY IS 't
S 215,' STEPS'./)
WRITEC6,22) EPSV, EPSU, KMAX, KTIM, KOPTl, KOPT?, KOPT3

22 FORMATC5X,'RElATIVE ERROR CRITERIA FOR V AND UBAR ARE '.
$ 2F10.5,1,5X,'MAXI~UM ITERATIONS ',15,' PRINTEO [ACH ',15,
! 'ITERATIONS', /,5X,'PROGRAM OPTIONS FOR USAR, MOM[NTU~
$ FORM ,DIRECTION ARE " 315,/)
WRITEC6,24) NN, KUVM, ISTD, CISTCK).K=l.ISTD)

24 FORMAT(5X,'INITIAL NUMAER OF SUBINTERVALS FOR SIMP~ON
S RULE • ',15, 1.5X,'MAX NUMBER OF U-V ITERATIO~S IS = "
$ I5,1,5X, 'DIMENSION OR NUMBER OF SECTIONS Ta PE TABULATED
$ IS = ',I5./,5X, lAND ARE AT SECTIONS: ',CI,5X,7IIO»
WRITEC6.25) AAA, B88

25 FORYATf/.5X,'SEDIMENT PO~ER lAW OF THE FORM as = A *
$ C V )**8'. 1,5X,' WITH A. B = ',2FI2.4,/)
WRITEC6.6)

C ~***********************************************************.
C COMPUTE QUANTITIES TO BE USED IN THE PROGRA~

Q = VBA~ * H * W
aSACT = AAA • VBAR*.BB9
VSTAR = SQRTC G * H • SCL )
FROUDE = VBAR 1 SQRT( G * H )
F = R.O * G • H * SCL I
RN = 1.0 I SQRT( F )
RN2 = ( RN • 1.0 )**2 I
DELR = W 1 ( M - 1 )
8l = W 1 2.0
BR = -w I 2.0
WRITEC6.65) Q,F,RN,OElR,Bl,BR.VSTAR,FROUDE,RN2.QSACT

65 FORMAT(5X,'DISCHARGE = ',F13.4,' DARCY-WEISBACH F = "
$ E14.6,I,5X, 'POWER-LAW N = ',E16.8,' RADIAL STEP = "
$ f12.4,1,5X, 'lEFT ~ RIGHT BANK AT R = ',2EI2.4.1.5X,
S 'SHEAR VELOCITY '.[14.6,' FROUDE NO = ',E14.6,1,5X,
$ 'N-TERM GIVEN 8Y '.E14.6,1.5X,'QS = ',EI5.6,'
$'ENG TONS/DAY',/)
WRITE(6,6)

VAAR**2)

RN * ( RN • 2.0 ) )

c ••• ******.*****.** •• **.***.***.*** •••• *.******.*******~******
C nETERMINF THE NONDIMENSIONAl TERMS

VACT = VBAR
WACT = W
GPI = G • H / VBAR**2
GP2 = G * W 1 VBAR**2
HH = H I W
Bl = SL 1 W
SR = HR / W
DELR = OElR I W
VBAR = 1.0
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Q = 1.0
HV = 1.0
I,J := 1.0
IJRIT(6,70)

10 FORMAT(II,27X,'NONDIMENSIONAL QUANTITIES : ')
WRITE(6,72) GPlt GP2, HH, BL, BR, OELR

72 FORMATC5X,'TWO GRAVITY TERMS FOR -VERT-, -HOR- ARE "
$ 2E14.S,I,5X, 'OEPTH = ',E14.6,' LEFT AND RIGHT BANKS AT "
12E14.6,1.5X, 'RADIAL STEP ·.E14.6)
WRITE(6t6)

C ••••••• **.***•••••** •••••••• **•••••••****.****.*••••*•••*••**
r rEFINE THE lNITIAL ORIENTATION OF THE RADIAL POSITIONS

IFC KOPT3 .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 15
C ~ADIAL POSITIONS DEFINED FROM THE POSITIVE LEFT BANK
C TO THE NEGATIVE RIGHT BANK
C .** ••******.*** KOPT3 = 1 OPTION ****.********************

DO 7'-+ J = 1. M
R (J) = Bl - ( J - 1 ) • DEL R

74 CONTINUE
GO TC 79

75 CONTINUE
C RADIAL POSITIONS ARE DEFINED FROM THE NEGATIVE
C RIGHT BANK TO THE POSITIVE LEFT BANK
( •••***.*••*.** KOPT3 = 2 OPTION **••*********************

DO 78 J = 1. M
R (J) = BR + ( J - 1 ) * DELR

78 CONTINUE
7g CONTINUE

C •• *******••**.***********.********.***.*******.*••*******••**
ISEG = 1
I = 0
NIST = 1

C •••••• **. NEW
80 CO"JTINUE

SECTION

I = I + 1
IF( IST(NIST) .EG. I ) GO TO 95

C 00 NOT WANT Ta STORE THIS SECTION'S OEPTHS AND VELOCITI~S
IKEEP = 0
GO TO 100

95 CONTINUE
C WANT TO STORE THIS SECTION'S DEPTHS ANO VElOCITIES FOR LATER
C TABULHION

IKEEP = 1
IK = NIST
NIST = NIST + 1

100 CONTINUE
IF( I .ro, 2 ) GO Ta 2?O
IJK = IlOCCIS(G) + 1
IF( I .[Q. IJK) GO Ta 120
IF( I .NE. 1 ) GO TO 220

120 CONTINUE
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C ******** EITHER ONE SECTION OEEP INTO A NEW SEGMENT
C OR AT THE rNLET SECTION

ISEG = ISEG + 1
REAOC5,125) RC, SI, S2, ALPHA, BETA, THETAC, D50, NSTEPS

125 FORMAT(7Fll.5,I3)
WRITE(6,6)
WRITE(6,127) I,RC,Sl,S2,ALPHA,BETA,THETAC,050,NSTEPS

127 FORMAT(II,17X,'NEW SEGMENT-IMPORTANT PARAMETERS GIVEN AS •
$ ,I, 5X,'FOR SECTION I = ',IS,' Re = ',E14.6,1,5X,'SEGMENT
$ LOCATION BETWEEN ',2EI5.6.I,5X,'ALPHA, BETA = ',2FB.4,
$' THETAC, 050 = " 2F8.4,1,5X,'NUMBER OF SECTIONS 8ETWEE~
iSI R S2 IS ',15,//)

C COMPUTE OTHER VARIABLES
RESTAR = VSTAR * 050 I ( RMU * FTMM
VSTARC = SQRTC (SG - 1.0) • G * 050 • THETAC I ~TMM
RATIO = VSTAR I VSTARC
FRD = VACT 1 SQRT( (SG - 1.0) * G * 050 I FTM~ )
OS = ( S2 - SI ) 1 NSTEPS

C COMPUTE NONOIMENSIONAL QUANTITIES
RC = RC I WACT
SI = SI 1 WACT
S2 = S2 / WACT
OS = OS I WACT
050 = 050 / ( FTMM * H )
CALL PGCF,VBAR,050,THETAC,POR,ALPHA,BETA,SG.GPl,Gl.G2,(3)

C NOT~: Gl = Gl( N, F, BETA )
C G2 = G2( N )
C G3 = G3( BETA, ALPHA, POR, F, THETAC, VBAR.
C G, 050, OR HOS )

WRITE(6.130)
130 FORMATCII,5X,'COMPUTED VARIABLES FOR THE NEW SEGMENT

$ GIVEN BY',/}
WRITEC6,132) RESTAR. VSTARC. RATIO, FRO, GI. G2. G3

132 FORMAT(5X,'RESTAR, VSTARC. RATIO = ',3E15.6,I,~x,'OENST-
1METIC FROUO[ = ',EI4.6,/,5X,'Gl, G2, G3 = ',jE15.7,/)
WRITEC6,6)
WRTTE(6,13S)

135 FOR~AT(5X,'~ONOIMENSIONALIZED QUANTITIES GIVEN PY .,1/)
WRITE(6,137) RC, SI, S2, 050. OS

137 FORMAT(5X,·RC. SI, S2 = ',3E14.6,' 050 ',E14.6,I,5X,
$ 'INTERVAL BETWEEN SECTIONS OS = '.[15.7,/)
WRITEC6,6)

C TEST FOR INlET
C TEST FOR REQUIREO NEW RADIAL ORIENTATION

IF( I .EQ. 1 ) GO Ta 145
ORIEN = RC / RO
RO = Re
IFf ORIEN .GE. 0.0 } GO TO 220

138 CONTINUE
IFC KOPT3 .En. 1 ) GO TO 13g
KOPT3 = 1
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GO TO 140
139 CONTINUE

KOPT3 = 2
140 CONTINUE

00 142 J = 1, M
TE~PR(J) = R(J)
TrMPS(J) = SIMl (J)
TUû(J) = UBIMICJ)
TE~V(J) = VIMICJ)
THLVeJ) = HLIMIV(J)
THlH(J) = HlIMIH(J)

142 CONTINUE
DO 144 J = 1. t.ll
JJ = e M + 1 ) - J
RCJ) - TEMPRCJJ)
SIM1(J) = TEMPS(JJ)
VIM1CJ) = TEMV{JJ)
UBIMICJ) = TUBCJJ)
HLIMIVeJ) = THLV(JJ)
HLIMIH(J) = THLH(JJ)

14'+ CONTINUE
GO TO 220

145 CONTINUE
C ****** •• **************** INLET SEClION **********.********
C SET ARBITRARY CONDITIONS---CAN IMPOSE ANYTHING

R 0 = RC
SC = 0.0
UO = 0.0

160 CONTINUE
C [STIMATE INITIAL DO~NSTREAM V-VELOCITIES AT INLET
C SECTION USING DARCY-WEISBACH APPROXIMATION---NOTE T~AT
r VALUES AT BANKS ARE NON ZERO

00 170 J = 1, M
HUV(J) = HV
HLIH(J) = HH
SI(J) = 0.0
UI<J) = 0.0
VNICJ) = SQRT(8.0*GP1*HLIV(J)*SCl*RC/CF*(RC • R(J»»

170 CONTINUE
IJRITf(6,17'+)

174 FORMAT(/,5X,'INLET SECTION V = ',1)
WRITEC6,176) eVNI(J),J=1,M,MP)

176 FORMATCI,(3X,5E15.7»
WRITEC6,177>

177 FOR MAT (// )
C CALCULATE THE FLOW DISCHARGE AND THEN ADJUST TPf V-
CVELOCITIES TO SATISFY THE MfAN FLOW CONTINUITY

CALL PQNCM,R,VNI,HLIV,VA,VG,AT,QT)
ETA. = 1.0
ETA = Q / QT
WRTTE(6,178) Q, QT, ETA
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178 FORMAT(II,5X,'Q, GT, ETA = ',3E16.8,11)
DO 180 J = 1, M
VNI(J) = VNICJ) * ETA

180 CONTINUE
CALL PQNCM,R,VNI,HLIV,VA,VQ,AT,QT)
WRITEC6.182)

182 FORMATC5X,'ETA-MODIFIEO V-VELOCITIES ~ITH UNIT
s DISCHARGES')
DO 190 J = 1, M. MP
WRITf(6,185) J,VNI(J),VACJ),VQ(J)

185 FORMATCSX,'J =',13,' V = '.EI6.8,' VA =',E16.8,' VQ =',
$ E16.8)

190 CONTINUE
WRITEC6,191> QT

191 FORMATC5X,'NEW VALUE OF QT WITH MODIFIEO V ~ ',[16.8)
C CCMPUTE SEDIMENT DISCHARGE

QS = 0.0
DO 193 J = 1, M
VVV = VN!CJ) * VACT
RATA = VA(J) 1 VA(MCL)
as :: as + RATA * VVV**·BBB

193 CONTINUE
as = as • AAA 1 ( M - 1 )
QSNO = DS 1 QSACT
WRIT[C6,194) as. QSND

194 FORMAT(/,5X,'QS = ',[14.6,' ENG TONS/DAY
s [15.6,/)

QS/GSACT = "
C ,. * *
C
C
C
C
C
C

* * * * * * * * * * * * ... * * • k * * * * * ,. * * • * •
FIND INITIAL VALUES FOR UBAR AT INLET SECTICN
FROM THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE SIMPLIFIED
CONTINUITY EQUATION USING A ZERO-VALUE BOUNDARV
CONTINUITY AT THE OUTSIDE BANK
USE CONTINUITY EQUATION WITH DARCV-WEISBACH FOR
oeV*HL)/DS AT INLET TO APPROXIMATE UBAR

TEMP = 0.0
UBNICl) = 0.0
IF(KOPT3 .EG. 1) TJMl = (-2.0+8L/RC) * SQRT(l.O+BL/RC)
IFCKOPT3 .EQ. 2) TJMI = C-2.0+BR/RC) * SQ~T(1.0+BR/RC)
Cl = 8.0 * GP2 • SCL I ( F • HH )
Cl = -1.0 * ETA * G2 * G3 * saRTC Cl ) * RC**2
DO 200 J = 2, M
RADR = RC + R(J)
UAL = ( -2.0 + RCJ) I RC ) • SQRT( 1.0 + R(J) I RC )
UBNICJ) = ( TEMP + Cl * C UAL - TJMI ) ) 1 RADR
TEMP = UBNI (J) fIr RADR
TJMl = UAL

200 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,210) !, CUBNI(J),J=l,~,MP)

210 FOR~AT(/,' 1=',13,' VALUES FOR UBAR = ',I,(4X,5E15.7»
WRITE(6,?12)

212 FOR~AT(II,SX,'END OF INLfT SECTION'.II)
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WRITE(6,6)
GO TO 763

220 CONTINUE
C .*.* •••• *******.*** NEW SECTION **.*.*****.***~*••****
C SAME OR NEW SEGMENT
C FOR THE NEW SECTION, DEFINE THE ANGULAR COOROINATE
C AND THE STREAMWISE POSITIONS ACROSS THE TRANSVERSE,
C SI. THEN, DETERMINE. THE CENTERLINE SECONDARY FLOW
C VELOCITY UCLI, ANO THE TRANSVERSE BED SLOPE, ST1,
C USING THE CENTERlINE STREAM~ISE DISTANCE.
C FINALLY, CALCULATE THE LOCAl FLOW OEPTH AT EACH OF
C THE RADIAL POSITIONS.

221 CONTINUE
sca = SC
SC = SC + OS
UUl = ua I [XP( G1 • ( SC - seo ) I HH )
UU2 ~ G2 * VBAR I EXP( Gl * SC I HH )
UU3 = HH * ( EXP(Gl*SC/HH) - EXP(Gl*SCQ/HH) )/C Gl * RC )
ut = UUl + UU2 • UU3
STT = UC * G3 I VBAR
uo = UC
DO 225 J = 1, M
HLIH(J) = HH + R(J) * STI
HlIV(J) = HLIH(J) 1 HH

C TEST FOR NON-POSITIVE DEPTH. IF SOf MUST MODIFY
C PROGRAM.
C EXIT IF ENCOUNTEREO.

IF(HLIV(J) .LE. 0.0) WRITE(6,22~) T. J. HLIVeJ)
224 FORMATCII,5X,'~ON-POSITIVE FLOW DEPTH OCCURS AT SECTIO~

$ I = ',15, 1,5X,'RADIAl POSITION J = ',I5,5X.'FlOW
~ DEPTH= ',E2.4./,5X, 'EXIT FROM PROGRAM TO MOOIFY')
IF(HLIV(J) .LE. 0.0) GO TO 950

225 CONTINUE
C DETERMINF INITIAL YALUES FOR SECONDARY FLOW USING
C FALCON'S RELATION AND THE PREVIOUS SECTION'S Y-VALUES

DO 226 J = 1, M
FAC = HlIV(J)*VIM1(J)*RC I C HH*VIMICMCL)*(RC + R(J» )
UICJ) = UC * FAC

226 CONTINUE
DANGLE = C sc - SCC ) / RC
DO ?30 J = 1, M
SI(J) = ( RC + R(J) ) * DANGLE + SIM1(J)
CONTINUE

~OTE: FOR RC < O. THE TWO NEGATIVE QUANTITIES WILt
STILL YIELD A POSITIVE STREAMWISE COOROINATE. St

230
C
C

C • *
C· • *
C
C
r~

IF(KOPTl .NE. 1) GO TO 235
* * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * • * * • • * * • •
~ * * • * * * * KOPTl = 1 OPTION * * * * * • * * * * * *

FOR A ROUGH APPROXIMATION. ASSUME THAT THE CURRENT
VALU~S Of UBAR ARE THE SAME AS THE VALUES CALCULATED
AT THE PP,EYIOUS SECTION.
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00 232 J = 2. M
UBICJ) = UBIMl(J)

232 CONTINUE
GO TO 250

235 CONTINUE
IFCKOPTI .NE. 2) GO TO 241

C * * * ...... • ... • ... - * • KOPTI = 2 OPTION ...* ••• * _ ..... *
C AS A ANOTHER ROUGH APPROXIMATION. DISCRETIZE THE
C CONTINUITY EQUATION TO APPROXIMATE THE VALU~S FCR UOAR
C IN THE FIRST ITERATION.

TEM P = 0.0
BI - 2.0 ...GP2 ...S~L / F
82 = -1.0 G1 - SICMCL> / HH
BI = -3.0 G2 * G3 ...SQRT( BI } • [XP( 82 )
na 240 J = 2. M
OELR = RCJ) - ~CJ-1)
TJ = HLIHeJ) * C Re + R(J) )
FACJ = RCJ) I ( eRe + RCJ) ...SQRT<TJ I Re) )
UAL = Rl - DELR • FACJ
UBI(J) = UAL + TEMP I TJ
TEMP = URICJ) • TJ

240 CONTINUE
GO Ta 250

241 CONTINUE
c .. - ... ... ... ... • ... • * • ... • ... ... * ... * ... * * • * ... * ... ... • _ ... •,
c .. '.
r
c
C

246
250

C ... *
255

C
C
C
c
c
c

* .. • .........• ...• ...KOPTt = 3 nPTION ..........* ...* .... **
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE CONTINUITY EQUITION Tn B~
USEO TO SOLVE FOR UBAR AS AN INITIAL APPROXIMATION WHEN
STAPTING A NEW SECTION.

Zl = -3.0 • G2 * G3 ...SQRT( 2.0 • GP2 * SCL I F )
ZI = Zl • EXP( -Gl • SI(MCL) I HH )
TENT = 0.0
00 246 J = 2,-M
CALL EVAL(STI,HH,RC.R(J),RCJ-l),RIA'
BOTJ = HLIH(J) ...( RC + R(J) )
UBICJ) = ( 21 • RIA + TENT) I UOTJ
TENT = U8I(J) .. BOTJ
COI\JTINUE
CONTINUE
**.** •• ****.***-*** ••• **.*.**
CONTINUE

FIND STREAMWISE VELOCITY V SY SOLVING MO~ENTUM FQUATION
THAT HAS BEEN DISCRfTllf.D INTO A GUAORATIC FORM USING A
SIMPLE BACKWARO DIFFERENCI~G
READY TO GEGIN SOLUTION OF OISCRFTll[n MOME~TUM rQUATI0~
R0F V. BUT FIRST, NEED A 8nUNDARY CONOITla~ FOR V. usr
OARCY-WEISBACH fGUATION AT BANK.

IF(KOPT3 .EO. 1) RJ = BL
IFCKOPT3 .EO. 2) RJ = AR
VIel) = SQRTC8.0*GPI-HLIV(1).SCL*RC / CF*(RC + RJ»)
VNI(l) = VIel)
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TE"1V(1) = V I(1)
KOUtH = 0
ETA = 1.0
KUVT = 0
KQT = 0
KTT = 0

~12 CONTINUE
KO = 0

316 CONTINUE
KUV = 0

~20 CONTINUE
C* ••• *.*****.*.* DISCRETIZEO MO~ENTUM EQUATION FOR V *••••
C ------GfNTER HERE FOR NEW ITERATION AT SAME SECTION ------

ERRV = 0.0
DO ~)(JO J = 2, M

C DETERMINF F-FUNCTIONS AT SPECIFIC POSITION (S,R)
CALL PF(F,HH,RC,VBAR,Gl,G2,G3,RCJ),STI,UICJ),Fl,F2,F3,F4)
DElS = SI(J) - SIMl(J)
STEPR = RCJ) - RCJ-l)

~ CAlCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR QUADRATIC FUNCTION IN U:
C AA .. U.·2 + BB * V + CC = 0.0

TR = HH .. F4 I STEPR
TS = HH .. F4 / DELS

C .. ,..• • • * .. .. • * * ....* * • • * ....• * • .. * ...... • * .. * ,.. *
IFCKOPT2 .NE. 1) GO TO 340

C .. .. .. .. .. .. • ...... ......* .. * KOPT2 = 1 * • ....* .. • .. • • * • ..
C COEFFICIENTS FOR REGULAR OISCRETIZEO STREAMWISE ~OMENTU~ (Q.
C DEPE~D ON: V(I-l,J),VNEWCI,J-l),U(I,J),UBAR(I,J),UBARCI,J-l)

AA = RN2 ....( F2 + TS ) + F I 8.0
88 = (Fl + TR) .. (UBI(J) + UltJ) / (2.0 ..RN + 1) >
CC = GP 1 .... HV .. SCL .. F4 .. RC I (R C + R (J) )
CC = CC + RN2 • TS • VIMl(J>·*2
C4 = TR • { UB I (J-I ) + U IC J) I ( 2.0 • RN + 1.0 ) )

CC = -1.0 ,.. (CC + C4 * VNICJ-l»
GO TO 360

c ,.. • • .... ,.. .. * * '" • • .- .. .. .. .. .. ,.. • It • .. • .. .. • ,.. .. .. * ..
jlfO CO~JTINUE

r. .. * * .. .. * .. .. .. * .. .. .. * .. KOPT2 = 2 .. .. * ,... .. .. .. .. .. .. *
C COEFFICIENTS FOR MODIFIED DIS CRET IZE D STREAI'IIJISE MOt-"ENTUM
C FQUATION WHICH INCLUDES THE CONTINUITY EQUATION
C NOTE: NO RADIAL DIFFERENTIATION IN UBAR !!!
c DEPEND ON: V(l-l,J), VNfW <I, J-l" U<I,J), UBAR (I, J)

AA = F? ,... ( RN2 - 1.0 ) + TS .. ( RN2 - 0.5 ) + F/8.0
RA = TR * ( UBI(J) + UI (J) I ( 2.0 .. RN + 1.0 ) )

BB = gEl + U ICJ) .. Fl / ( 2.0 ... RN + 1.0 )

CCI - GPI .. HIJ • SCl .. F4 .. Re I ( RC + R(J) )

CC2 = TR ..( U81 (J) + UICJ) I ( 2.0 *R N + 1.0 ) )*VNI (J-1)
ccs = TS ... ( RN2 - 0.5 ) .. VIMl(J)**2
CC = -1.0 ... ( CCI + CC2 + CC3 )

C • .... * * • * ... * .. * * *- * * * * .. * .. .. * * • ,. .. .. • .. ... .. *
~60 CONTINUE
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CHECK = 88*-2 - 4.0 * AA * CC
IFCCHECK .LT. 0.0) GO TO 400
VNICJ) = C -BB + SORTCCHECK) ) I ( 2.0 * AA )

C SUM THE DIFFERENCES BETIJEEN THE OLO AND NEI..I VALLJES---
C NOTE THAT THE BOUNOARY VALUE IS NOT INCLUDEG IN
C THE ERROR SINCE IT IS FIXED

ERRV = ERRV + ABS( VNICJ) - VICJ) )
IF( VNICJ) .GE. 0.0 ) GO TO 500

C ************ NEGATIVf STREAMWISE VELOCITY ***********.**
IJRITEC6,390) I, J, VNICJ)

~90 FOR~ATCI,5X,tNEGATIVE STREAMWISE VELOCITY'.I,5X,
$ 'SECTION I =', IS,' RADIAL STEP J = ',15.' V = ',[15.7,/)
GO TO 415

't00 CONTINUE
IJRIT[(6,410) CHrCK

410 FOR~AT(II.5X.'NEGATJVE RADICAL IN U-QUAORATIC---CHErK = '.
$ E10.2,/}

't15 CONTINUE
C EXIT FRO~ PROGRAM FOR A NEGATIVE RADICAL

GO Ta 950
500 CONTINUE

C ******** FIND NEW U-VALUES BASED ON V JUST CALCULATED * ••• *
DO :105 J = 1. r..,
FAC = HLIV(J)*VNICJ)*RC 1 (HV*VNICMCL).(RC + R(J)}
UILn = UC * FAC

505 CONTII\!UF.
ERRV2 = ( ERRV I CM - 1) ) I V8AR
KUVT = KUVT + 1
IFC ERRV2 .LE. EPSV ) GO Ta 510

C .*.***~****************************.****.*******.*.*.* •••••••
C RESULT OF V CHANGING TOa MUCH --- TRY NEW U-VALurs IN
C CALCULATION OF NEW V-VALUES UNTIL CHANGES ARF ~I~OR

KUV = KUV + 1
C REPLACE aLO VALUES WITH Nf~ VALUES AND SOLVr. FOR v
C AGAIN BUT NOW WITH THE N[WLY UPDATED V-VALUFS. NOTF
C THAT U-BOUNDARY RE~AINS UNCHANGED.

DO 508 J = 2. ~,
VICJ) = VN!(J)
VNICJ) = 0.0

~ 08 COtH INUE
If(KUV .LT. KUV~) GO Ta 320
WRITEC6,509) I. KUV, ER~V

509 FORMAT(/,5X.'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR L-V EXCEEDED'
$ ,5X, 1.5X,·SECTION I = '.15,' KUV = ',15,' ERRV = ,
$EI5.8,/)
GO TO 950

~10 cnNTINUE
C .*.*********** ••• *. v - U COMPATIBILITY

CALL PQN(M,R.VNI.HLIV,VA.VQ,AT.QT)
RATQ = ABS( a - OT ) 1 ~
KGIT = KOT + 1
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c····*····*····******·········*****····* •••***.* ••••••• *** ••• *.
ETAiI = [TA
ETA = Cl 1 GT
DO 535 J :: 2. M
TEI-'V(J) :: Vf\JI<J)'* ETA

535 CO"ITINUr
CALL PQN(M.R,TEMV,HLIV,VA.Vn,AT.QT)

C •• u._ .. ** FINO NE.W UBAR FROM ACTUAL (V-H) VALUES .......
ERRU :: 0.0
T01P :: 0.0
UBf\JJ(l) :: 0.0
KOUNT :: KOUNT + 1
IFCKOPT3 .EQ. 1) Tl :: C RC + OL ).*2
IFCKOPT3 .[Q. 2) Tl :: ( RC + SR )•• 2

C USE CONTINUITY EGUATION WITH ACTUALLY CALCULATEO
eVALUES FOR DeV*HL)/DS AT TH!S SAME SECTION
C Ta GET THE SECONO APPROXIMATION OF UBAR,
C AGAIN WITH UBAR EQUALS ZERO AT THE BANK.

DO 600 J :: 2, M
CAPX:: -0.5 * ( TEMV(J> • HLIHCJ) - VIMl(J) • HLIMIH(J) )
CAPx:: CAPX 1 ( SI(J) - SIM1(J) )
T2 = RC + R(.J) ) •• 2
BOTJ :: HLIH(J) • C Re + R(J) )
UBNICJl :: ( CAPX • ( T2 - Tl + TF~P ) 180TJ
Tl = T2
TE~P :: UBNl{J) ..SOTJ
[RRU :: ERRU + ArS( URNI(J) - UPI(J) )

f 0 0 C0 ~JTIN IJE
c • • * • * • • • • • • .. • .. * .. • • • .. .. * • * * .. • • • .. *
c
c
c
C
c

CONVERGlNCE CRITEPIA FOR ERRORS: ITERATE UNTIL THE AVERAGE
fIFFERENCE 8ETWEEN 2 CONSECUTIVE ITERATIONS FOR ALL THE
RADIAL STEPS ACROSS THE TRANSVERSE, DIVJDED BY THE MEAN. )
DOWNSTREAM FLOW VELOCITY~ IS SMALLER THAN SOME PRESCRIBEO
SMALL VALUE.

r. • • • * * * * * • • * .. * * • * • * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * *
EPRU2 :: ERRU 1 ( ( M - 1 ) * ABS( UBNI(MCL) )
KTT = KTT + 1
IFCERRU2 .LE. EPSU) GO TO 750
IF(KCUNT .GE. KMAX) GO TO 770

C*~i •• ****.**.****.******** ••*****.********.*.* ••*....**~**.*'~~~~,

,.

C REACHED AS A RESULT OF LARGE ERROR WITHOUT EXCEEDING
( THE MAXIMUN ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS~
C ~o CONVERGENCE YET, so
C ITERATE THE WHOLf PROCESS AGAIN FOR A NEW V AND UBAR.

KP = KOUNT 1 KTIM
KP = KP * KTIM
tF(KP .NE. KOUNT) GO TO 748
WRtTE(6,700) I, KOUNT, ETA, ETAO, ERRV2. ERRU2

700 FORMATCI,5X,'FOR SECTION I :: -,15,' KOUNT :: '~I5,1.5X.
~ • CURqENT AND PREVIOUS ETA ARE ',2E15.6.1.5X,
! 'R~LATIVE ERRORS IN V AND UBAR ARE ',2E15.6,/)
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C WRITE(6,705)
705 FORMATC5X,'PREVIOUS VALUES FOR V GIVEN BY ',/)

C WRITEC6,710) CVICJ),J=l,M)
710 FORMATC5X,6E12.4)

WRITE(6,712)
712 FORMAT(5X,'UN-ETA-MODIFIED MOMENTUM VALUES FOR

$ V GIVEN SY ',I)
WRITE(6,710) (VNI(J),J=1,M)

C WRITE(6,714)
714 FORMAT(5X,'OLD VALUES FOR URAR GIVEN BY './)

C WRITE(6,710) (UBI(J),J=l,M)
IJRITE(6,716)

716 FORMAT(SX,'NEW VALUES FOR UBAR GIVEN SY ',/)
WRITE(6,710) (UBNICJ),J=1,M)

C WRTTE(6,718)
718 FORMAT(SX,'LATEST VALUES FOR U ARE ',I)

C WRITE(6,710) (UI(J),J=l,M)
7lt8 CONTINUE

C RESET NEW VALUES BEFORE REPEATING THE lTERATIO~
DO 7'+<) J = 2, M
VICJ) = VNI(J)
UBI(J) = Uf3NI<J)
YNI (J) = 0.0
UBNI(J) = 0.0

7lt9 CONTINUE
GO Ta 312

750 CONTINUE
C••••••**~*************.********.*****.****.*********.******_**
C REACHED AS A RESULT OF A SATISFACTORY SMALL ERROR
C IN UBAR OR V THIS IS WANT WE WANT.
C DETERMINE FINAL ETA-MODIFIED Y-YALUE

DO 752 J = 2, M
VNI(J) = TEMVCJ)

752 CONTINUE
C *.******.**,***** DETlRMINE SEDIMENT DISCHARGE ********

as = 0.0
DO 753 J = 1, M
VVV = VNI(J) '" VAeT
RATA = YA(J) / VA(MCL)
as = QS + RATA * VVV**BBB

753 CONTINUE
as = AAA '"as I ( M - 1 )
QSND = QS I QSACT

C ~.*~************.*******************"'*****************
III = 1 - 1
NOUT = III I IOUT
NOUT = NOUT '" IOUT
IFCNOUT .NE. lIl> GO TQ 163
WRITEC6,155) I, STI. uc. ERRV2, ERRU2. KOUNT, RATO

755 FORMAT(/,5X,'FOR SECTION I = ',14,' ST = ',rllt.6,
$ 'ueL = ·,E14.6. 1,5x,tSATISFACTORY ITERATION',
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$ 5X,'rRRV2 = ',E14.6,' ERRU2 = ',[14.6,I,~X,
$ 'NUMBER OF ITERATIONS KOUNT = ',I4.1,5X,
S 'R[LATIVE DIFFERENCE OF QT TO Q IS ',E15.7,/)
WRIT[(b,757) SC. RC, QT, ETA, as, QSND

7~7 FORMAT(5X,'CrNTERLINE POSITION S = ',E14.6.' WITH QC = ',El
S.4.6, 1,5X.'NEWEST Q = ',E16.8,' wrTH ETA = ',E15.7,I,~X,
S 'SlDIMENT DISCHARGE = ',EI4.5.' QS/QSACT = ',EI4.5,/)
WRITE(6.760) KTT, KGT, KUVT

760 FORMAT(5X,' NUMHER OF ITERATIONS FOR US, a, uv ARE ',316)
WRITE(6,716)
WRITE(6,710) (UBNI(J),J=I,M,MP)
WRIT(C6,761)

761 FORMATf5x,t[TA-MODIFIEO MOMENTUM VALUES FOR V ElVEN BY')
WRITE(6,710) CVNICJ),J=I,M,MP)

C WRIT[(6,718)
C WRITEC6,710) CVICJ),J=I,M,MP)

WRITEC6,762)
762 FORMAHl)
163 COI\JTINUE

C STORE VALUES FOR V, UBAR, ANO U FOR LATER TAPULATION
IFC IKEEP .NE. 1 ) GO TO 167
IF( KOPT3 .[Q. l) GO TO 765
DO 76/~ J = 1, M
V<IK,J) = VNICJ)
U ti ( 1 K ,J) = U ON t ( J )
U(JI<,J) = U!(J)
HL(IK,J) = HLIV{J)
QQS~CIK,J)=AAA*(VNI(J)*vACT)**8BB
URPU(IK,J)=UICJ)+UBNICJ)
USQRT=UBPU(IK,J)·*2+VNI(J)**2
UTRANCIK,J)=SQRTCUSQRT)
UCRII=VNICJ)
IF(UCRII.EQ.O.) GO Ta 1
ANGUU=UBPU(IK,J)/VNICJ)
ANGLE(IK,J)=51.?957B*ATANCANGUU)
GO TO 764

1 ANGLE(IK,J)=90.0
7&4 CO~TINUE

GO TO 761
765 CONTINUE

DO 766 J = 1. M
JJ = ( M + 1 ) - J
VirK,JJ) = VNI(J)
UBCIK,JJ) = UBNICJ)
U<IK,JJ) = UJ(d)
HL(IK,JJ) = HLIV(J)
QQSS(IK,JJ)=AAA*CVNI(J)*VACT)*·8BA
URPUCIK,JJ)=UI(J)+tJBNICJ)
USOqT=UBPUCIK,JJ)**2+VNICJ)**2
utqANCIK,JJ)=SQRTCUSQRT)
UC~II=VNI(J)
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IFCUCRII.fQ.O.Ol GO TO 3
ANGUU=USPUCIK,JJ)/VNICJ)
ANGLECIK,JJ)=57.29S78*ATAN(ANGUU)
GO Ta 766

3 ANGLECIK,JJ)=90.0
766 CONTINUE
767 CONTINUE

DO 76A J = 1, ~
HLIMIVeJ) = HLIV(J)
HlIMIHCJ) = HlIHCJ)
SIM1{J) = SI{J)
VIM1 (J) = VNI<J)
UBIMl(J) = UBNICJ)

768 CONTINUE
DO 769 J = 1, M
VICJ) = 0.0
VNICJ) = 0.0
TEMV(J) = 0.0
USN I CJ) = 0.0
U!(J) = 0.0
UBICJ) = 0.0
HlIV(J) = 0.0
HlIH(J) = 0.0
SI<J)_ = 0.0

769 CONTINUE
ETA = 1.0
IFC I .GE. N ) GO TO 800

C .**.* ••*.*.****** TRIAL STOPS .*********.*.***.** ••••• ***
C IF( I .GE. 3 ) GO TO 950
C *.*******.*.*.***** ••****** ••***********.*.**~******.** •••••

GO TO 80
770 CONTINUE

C***.***************** ••*••******* •• ***.*.* •••• **** •••• * ••••• **
C REACHEO AS A RESUlT OF EXCEEOING THE ALlOIolABLE NIJMRfR
C OF ITERATIONS

WRITE(6,780) I, KOUNT, STI, SC, ERRV2, ERRU2
780 FORMAT(/,5X,'FOR SECTION 1= '.15,' KOUNT = ',15,' STI = ,

$,E15.6. /,5X,'CENTERLINE POSITION = "
$ E14.6,1.5X,·RElATIVE ERRORS IN V AND uaAR ARE ',2E15.6)
WRITE(6,716)
WRITE(6,710) (UBNI(J),J=1,M)
WRITE(6,712)
WRITE(~,710) (VNI(J),J=l.M)
WRITEC6,718)
WRITEC6,710) CUICJ).J=l.M)
GO TO 950

800 CONTINUE
C ••••• ** ••***** •••• *** •••••••• *••• *.*** ••••• ***.*** •••• *******c
c
c

----------- PRINT FINAL RESULTS OATAINEO - _
F\ESULTS ARE TAOULATEO FROM THE NEGATIVE RIGHT F~ANK T0

THE POSITIVE RICHT OANK---KOPT3 = 2
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IF( KOPT3 .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 808
DO H02 J = 1. M
TEMPR(J) = R(J)

e02 CONTINUE
00 80q J = 1. M
JJ = ( M + 1 ) - J
R(d> = TEMPR(JJ,>

e04 CO~HINUE
e08 CONTINUE

c·*******·***************************·****·********************
CRESULTS FOR TRANSVERSE SHIFT VELOCITY UBAR

~JRIT[(6,RIO)
elO FOR~AT(!/,32X,'VALUES FOfi U8AR',//)

WRITEC6,R20)
820 FORMAT(3X,'R',43X,' I ',I)

WRITE(6,830) CIST~I)'J=l,ISTO)
e30 FORMAT(4X,6112)

00 B50 J = 1, M
WRITE(6,840) R(J), (UB(I,J),I=l,ISTD)

840 FORMAT(F7.3,6E12.4)
E50 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,852.)
852 FORMAT(//,3X,' I t,32X,'R')

WRITE(6,854) R(1),R(JMl),R(IM2),RCIM3),R(IM4)
E54 FOR~AT(6X,5F12.4)

00 858 I = I. ISTO
WRITE(6,8) I,U8(I.l),UB~I,IMl),U8(1,IM2).UB(I,IM3)

S ,U8(I,IM4) .
8 FORMATCI5,5X,5E12.4)

e58 CONTINUE
CRESULTS FOR SECONDARY FLOW VELOCITY U

WRIT[(6,86Q)
e60 FOR~ATC!/.32X,'VALUES FOR Ut,!/)

\JRITEC6,(320)
WRITE(6,830) (IST(I).I=l,ISTP~
DO 8RO J = 1, M
WRIT(6,840) R(J), (U(I,J),I=l,ISTO)

eeG CONTINUE .
CRESULTS FOR STREAMWISE VELOCITY v

WRTTEC6,890)
e50 fOR~AT(!!,32X,'VALUES FOR V',!/)

WRITE(6,820)
W8ITE(6,830) (IST(I),1=1,ISTO)
DO 900 J = 1, M
WRITE(6,8~O) R(J), CV(I,J),I=l,ISTO)

~oo CONTINUE
WRIT[(6,852)
WRIT[C6,854) R(l), RCIM1), RCIM2), R(IM3)~ R(IM4)
00 Q08 I = 1. ISTD
WRITE(6,8) I,vcr.l),VCI,IMl),VCI,IM2),VCI,IM3),V(I.1M4)

908 tO~TINUE '

..
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C RESULTS FOR LOCAL FLO~ DEPTH
WRITEC6,910)

9lD FORMATfl',32X,'VALUES FOR HL',/I)
IJRITE(ó,82.0)
WRITEC6,830) (15T(I),I=1,15TO)
DO 920 J = I, M
WRITEC6,S40) RCJ), (HL(I,J),I=I,ISTO)

920 CONTINUE
IJRITE(6.921 )

~21 FORMATCI/,25X,'VALUES FOR UBAR + U't/I)
IJRITE(6,820)
IJRITE(6,830) (IST(I),I=l,ISTD)
00 g30 J=l, M
WRIT[(6,aQO) R(J), (UBPU(I,J), 1=1,ISTO)

530 CONTINUE
IJRITEC6.931>

931 FORMAT(//,25X,'VALUES FOR SQRTC(UBAR+U)**2+V.*2)',II)
IJRITE(6,820)
WRITEC6,83~ (IST(1),I=1,ISTO)
UO 9QO J=l, M
WR1TE(6,840) RCJ), (UTRANCI,J), 1=1,18TO)

~QO CONTINUE
IJRIT[(6,9Ql)

941 FORMATC//,25X,'VALUES FOR VELOCITY VECTOR ANGLES',II)
WRITE(6.820)
WRITEC6,830) (IST(I),I=l,ISTO)
DO 945 J=l, M
WRITE(6,840) R(J), (ANGLECI,J), 1=1,18TO)

945 CO~TINUF
WRITEC6,946)

~46 FOQMAT(/I,20X,'VALUES FOR UNIT SEDIMENT DISCHARGES',/I)
WRITEC6,820)
WRITEC6,83Q) CIST(I},I=l.ISTD)
DO 947 J=l, M
WRITECb.840) RCJ). (QQSSCI,J), I=1,15TO)

947 CO~JTINUE
950 CONTINUE

c
C PRIMOS 110 COMMENT
C

CLOSECS)
CLOSE(6)
STOP
END

C********.* •••• * •• **.****.*.* •••
SURROUTINE PQN(M,R,V,HL,VA.VQ,AT,QT)

C THtS SUAROUTINE DETERMINES THE FLOW DISCHARGE rnR A •
C GIVEN RECTANGUlAR CROSS SECTION OF CONSTANT ,.,
C 80TTOM SLOPE WITH KNOWN VELOCITIES AND 8lPTHS *
r , '" '" * ,., '" * '" ,., '" * ,., '" * • ,., • ,., '" ,., '" '" • • * '" • ~ '" • •c VARIABLES:

'"
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r M -::NUMnER OF INCREMfNTS OR VERTICALS IN THf CROSS SECrlON
C R = LOCAL RAOIAL POSITION ARRAY (FT) *
C V = LOCAl FLOW VELOCITY A~RAY (FT/SEC) *
C HL = LOCAL FLOW OEPTH ARRAY (FT) *
C VA - UNIT FLOW AREA ARRAY (SQ FT) *
C V~ = UNIT FLOW DISCHARGE (CFS) *
C AT = TOTAL FLOW AREA (CU9IC FT) *
C OT = TOTAL FLOW DISCHARGE (CFS) *
C • * • * * * • * • * * • * • * * * * * • * * • * * * * * • * •DIMENSION R(11), V(11), Hl(11), VA(11), VQ(11)

AT -::0.0
aT = 0.0
DO 10 I = 1, M
VAl 1) = 0.0
VQ(J) = 0.0

10 CONTINUE
DO 200 J = 1,M
IFCJ .EQ. M) GO TO 100
IF(HL(J+l) .LT. 0.0) GO Ta 120
!FCJ .GT. 1) GO Ta 50
W2 = 0.5 * ABSe R(J+l> - R(J) )
H2 = ( Hl(J) + HLCJ+l) ) I 2.0
VA(J) = W2 * ( HL(J) + H2 ) I 2.0
VQCJ) = VA(J) w V(J)
GO Ta 110

50 CONTINUE
Wl = W2
Hl = 1-12
W2 = 0.5 * ABS C R (J + 1) - Re J) )
H2 = ( Hl(J) + HL(J+l) ) 1 2.0
Al = IJl * C Hl + HL(J) ) 1 2.0
A2 = W2 * ( Hl(J) + H2 > I ?O
VA<J) = Al + A2
VQ(J) = VACJ) * veJ)
GO TO 110

100 CONTINUE
Wl -::W2
Hl = H2
VA(J) = IJl * ( Hl + HL(J) ) 1 2.0
Vq(J) -::VA(J) * V(J)

110 CONTINUE"
AT = AT + VA(J)
CH = QT + VQ(J)
GO TO 200

120 CONTINUE
IJl = W2
Hl = H?
W2 = 0.5 * ABS( R(J+l) - RCJ) )
H2 -::( HL(J) + HL(J+l) ) 1 2.0
F AC = Hl 1 ( Hl - HL (J+l) )
WO = FAC * ABSC R(J+l) - C RCJ) + R(J-l) ) I 2.0 j
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IF( H2 .LT. 0.0 ) GO TO 150
OELi,J = ABS( WO - ( IJl + 1J2 ) )
VACJ+l) = 0.5 • H2 • DEUI
VQ(J+l) = VA(J+l) * V(J)
Al = IJl • ( Hl + HL(J) ) 1 2.0
A2 = W2 • ( Hl(J) + H2 ) / 2.0
VACJ) = Al + A?.
VQ(J) = VACJ) .. V(J)
AT = AT + VA(J} + VACJ+1)
QT = OT + VQ(J) + VQ(J+l)
GO TO 220

150 CON T INUE
VA(J) = 0.5 .. WO .. Hl
VQ(J) = VACJ) " V(J)
AT _. AT + VA(J)
OT = OT + VQ(J)
GO TO 22G

200 CONTINUE
220 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C*.* •• **.* ••• * .. **.** .. ** ....... ** *.
c
c
C • • ..
C
C
C
C
C
C

SU8ROUTINE PG(F.VBAR,D50.THETAC.POR,A,B,RHOS.G.Gl.G2,Gj)
THIS SUBROUTINE DETER~INfS DIMENSIONlESS PARAMETERS
GI. G2, AND G3 FOR THE DEFINEO ANO INPUT QUANTJTIES

•
** ••••• * •••• * • ... ... ... .. . .. • * • .. •..

RHCS
B
A

DEFINEO:
= SPECIFIC GRAVITY
= PARAMETER IN THE
= PARAMETER IN THE
INPUT VARIABLES:,

F = OARCY-WEISBACH FRICTION FACTOR
MEAN STREAMWISE FLOW VELOCITY fFT/SEC)
MEDIAN BED MATERlAL PARTIClE SIZE (MM)
SHIElDS CRITICAL SHEAR PARAMETER

peR = BED lAYER POROSITY
G = GRAVITATIONAl CONSTANT

OF THE SEDIMENT PARTICLES
VElOCITY-SHEAR RATIO RElATION
SHEAR-OEo lAYER RATIO RElATION •

C VB AR =
C 050 =
C THETAC=
C
C

*•....
•..

C * '* • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • .. .. • • • .. • • '" .. .. • .. .. • •
CAlL PGl(F,B,GI)
CAlL PG2(F,G2)
CAll PG3(VBAR.RHOS,D50.F,8.A,THETAC,POR,G,G3)
RETURN
END

c • • • • • .. • * • • • • • * .. * • * • • • • * * * * • .. .. .. ..
SUBROUTINE PGICF,8.Gl)
RN = 1.0 / SQRTCF)
T = C3.0*RN + 1.0)·(2.0*RN + 1.0)/(2.0.RN.*2 + RN + 1.n)
Gl = T ..B * F / 8.0
RETURI\I
END

C • * • .. • .. * .. • • .. • .. • • .. • * • * • '. • .. • .. • .. .. .. •
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SUGRCUTINE PG2(F,G2)
RN = 1.0 / SQRTCF)
Tl = (3.0 * RN + 1.0) • (2.0 * RN + ~.O) * (RN + l.D)
T2 = t2.0 • RN**2 + RN • 1.0) • (RN + 2.0) * RN
G2 = Tl 1 T2
RETUR~
END

C * * * * * * * • * * • * * * * • * * * • • * * • * * * * * * •SUBROUTINE PG3(VBAR,RHOS,D50,F,B,A,THETAC,POR,G,G3)
Tl = F * THETAC
T2 = 8.0 * G • D50 * (RHOS - 1.0)
T3 = SQRT(TI / T2)
T4 = 8 * VRAR / (A * (1.0 - POR})
G3 = T4 * T3
RETURN
END

c • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SU8ROUTIN~ PF(F,H,RC,VBAR,Gl,G2,G3,R,ST,U,Fl,F2,F3,F4)

C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERM!NES ALL FOUR OF THE *
C OIMfNSIONLESS FUNCTIONS FI. F2, F3, AND F4 FOR THE •
C INPUT QUANTITIES GIVEN *
c • * * • • * * * • * • • • * * • * • * * * * * * • * * * * * *
C INPUT VARIABLES: *
C F = DARCY-WEISBACH FRICTION FACTOR *
C H = MEAN DEPTH OF FLOW OVER CROSS SECTICN (FT)' *
C Re = RADIUS OF CURVATURE'OF CHANNEL CENTERlINE (FT)
C VBAR = MEAN STREAMWISE FLOW VELOCITY (FT/SEC) *
C Gl,G2,G3 = DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS •
C R = RADIAL POSITION FROM CHANNEL CENTERLINE (FT) •
C ST - TRANSVERSE BED SLOPE *
C U = MAXIMUM SECONDARY FLOW VELOCITY (FT/SEC> *
c Fl,F2,F3,F4 = DIMENSIONLESS FUNCTIONS TO BE EVALUATED •
C • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

CALL PF1(ST,RC,R,H.Fl)
CALL P~2CST,RC,R,Gl,G2,G3,H,F2)
CALL PF3(ST,RC,U,R,Gl,G2,G3,H,F,VBAR.F3)
CALL PF4(ST,R,H,F4)
RETURN
[NO

C * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE PF1(ST,RC,R,H,Fl)
rl = ST + ( H + R * ST ) / ( RC + R )
RETURN
END

C ~ • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • * * *
SURROUTINE PF2(ST,RC,R,Gl,G2,G3,H,F2)
Tl = G2 * G~ * R / Re
T2 = R * Gl * ST I H
F2 = ~C * ( Tl - T2 ) / ( Re + R )
RETURN
[NO
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c .. • • * .. * * • _ .. _ *_ • * .. ,. * _,._ • .. .. • .. .. '" .. ~ • .. _
SUBROUTINE PF3(ST,RC,U,R,Gl.G2,G3,H,F,VBAR,F3)
Tl = F - U / (8.0 * VBAR)
T2 = ( G2 ...H ) I ( RC + R )
T22 = G1 .. RC * ST / ( G3 * ( Re + R ) )
RN = 1.0 / SQRT(F)
T3 = CR" ST + H ) / H
T3,~ = G3 ..R * U I C H ..VBAR )
T4 = ( T2 - T22 ) * ( T3 - T33 ) / C 2.0 * RN + 1.G )
F3 = T4 - Tl
RETURN
END

c .. * * .. _ * * * • .. .. .. * * .. * * * * .. * .. .. .. • • * * • .. _
SUBROUTINC PF4fST,R,H,F4)
T = R .. ST 1 H
F4 =-1.0 + T
RETURN
END

C
THE C
C
C
C

c***-*.**_***_ •• **.*._***."'*** ••
SUBROUTINE EVAL(A,8,C,RJ,RJM1,SUM)

THI~ SUBROUTINE EVALUATfS THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF ..
CONTINUITY [QUATION AS THE PROGRAM PEGINS A NEW ..

SECTION. THE GENER AL FORM OF THE INTEGRAL IS ..
GIVEN BY: ..

I = INTEGRAL( X -SQRT( C*(A*X + s)/ex • C) ) ) •

T =
=
=

RJ .RJ"11 =
SUM =.. * * .. .. .. * .. * ... .. .. .. .. * .. *T2 = SQRT( C • ( A .. RJ + f3 )

Tl = SQRT( C .. ( A * RJMI + 8
SUM = 0.0
TT = A .. C
IFCTT .NE. 0.0) GO Ta 70
WRITEC6.60) A

60 FORMATCI,5X,'ZERO TRANSVERSE BED SlOPE ST = ',E20.H,/)
STOP

70 CONTINUE
IFCTT .GT. 0.0) GO Ta 100
RIA = ATANC T2 I SQRTC-TT) ) - ATANC Tl / SQRT(-TT) )
RIA = RIA I SQRT( -TT)
GO TC 150

100 CONTINUE
RIA2 = AR.S( C T2 - SQRTC TT ) ) 1 ( T2 + SQRT( TT ) )
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RJ A 1 = ABS ( ( T 1 - S QR T C TT) ) I ( .T 1 + S Q RT,C -TT ) ) )
RJA = ( AlOGCRIA2.) - ALOGCRIAl> ) 1·( 2.0 * SQRT( TT) )

150 CONTINUE
FAC2 = ( T2**2 - TT )
FACl = ( Tl**2 - TT )
SI = ( T2 I FAC2**2 ) - ( Tl 1 FAC1**2 )
S 1 = s 1 • ( TT - B ) I 4,.0
S 2 :: ( T 2 I F AC2 ) - ( T 1 I F!te 1 )
S2 = S2 • ( 5.0 * TT - B ) 1 ( 8.0 * TT )
53 = -1.0 * ( 3.0 * TT + B ) * RIA I C 8.0 * TT )
SUM = 2.0 "Ir ( TT - B ) * C SI + S2 + S3 ) ...C.1II2
R ET URN
END
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INPUT FILE: SEGDAT

i.56 0.505 B.O .00104 0.40 2.65 1.1[-05 4
1 137 273 409 545

43.0 0.0 67.5 1.416 . 3.276 0.032 0.30 136
30.7 67.5 135.0 i.416 3.276 0.032 0.30 136
-34.03 135.0 202.5 1.416 3.276 0.032 0.30 136
-·31.347 202.5 270.0 1.416 3.276 0.032 0.30 . 136
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OUTPUT FILE: OUTT

HATHEMATICAL MODEL rOR THE PREDICTION OF
lHE VELOCITY FIELD IN RIVER FLOW

VALUES FOR VBAR, Hl WI SCLI POR) SG, RMU I HSEG :
1.560 0.50S B.OOO 0.10400E-02 0.400 2.bSO 0.110E-04 4

SrCTION NUMBERS WH!:RE NEW SEGMENTS BEGIN ARE :
1 137 273 409 545

**tt;****t*****************;*i;***i***********~*******************************
DOWNSTREAM STEPS = 545 RADIAL STEPS = 17 CENTER AT ti = 9
RADIAL POSITIONS STORED AT J = i 5 9 13 17
RESULTS OUTPUT EVERY 2 SECTIONS
DIS AND RADIAL OUTPUT FREQUENCY IS 1 STEPS

RELATIlJEERROR CRITERIA FOR V AHD UBAR ARE 0.00100 0.01000
MAXIMUM ITERATIONS 20 PRINTED EACH 10 ITERATIONS
PROGRAM O?TIONS FOR UBAR, MOMENTUM FORM, DIRECTION ARE 2 2

nUTIAL NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS FOR SItlPSONRULE = 0
MAX NUMBER or U-\)ITERATIONS IS = 20
D!MENSION OR NUMfiEROF SECTIONS TO BE TABULATED IS = 6
AND ARE AT SECTIONS:

1 69 205 341 477 S45

SEDIMENT POl~ER LAW Qf THE FORM QS = A * ( V >**11
WITH AI B = 0.1080 4.0000

i;t***************************************************************************DISCHARGE = 6.3024 DARCY-WEISBACH F = 0.555483E-01
POWER-LAW N = 0.42429190E+01 RADIAL STEP = 0.5000E+00
LEFT ~ RIGBT BANK AT R = 0.4000E+01 -0.4000E+01
SHEAR VELOCITY 0.129991E+00 FROUDE NO = 0.397014E+00
N-TERM GIVCN DY 0.103775[+01
QS = 0.639620E+00 ENG TONS/DAY

NftNDIMENSIONALQUANTITIES :
TWO GRAVITY T[RMS FOR -VERT--)..HOR- ARE 0.667b48HOl 0.1057b6E+03
DEPTH = 0.631250E-01 LEFT AND RIGHT BANKS AT 0.500000E+00 -0.500000E+08
RADIAL STEP 0.625000E-01

**********************************i************;i*i**********i***************'
******************************************************************************

Nf'WSEGMENT --- IMPORTANT PARAMETERS GlVEN AS
FOR SECTION I = 1 Re = 0.430000E+02
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SEGMENT LOCATION BETWEEN O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.675000E+02
ALPHA} FETA = 1.4160 3.2760 THETAC} D50 = 0.0320 0.3000
NUMDER OF SECTION5 f:ETWEENSi ~ 52 IS 136

COMPUTED VARIAP,L~S FOR THE NEW SEGMENT GlVEN SY·

RESTAR} VSTARC} RATIG = 0.116313E+02 0.400905(-01 0.317901E+01
DENSIMETRIC FROUDE = 0.682460E+01
Gi} G2} G3 = 0.7101779E-01 0.6249260E+00 0.3922S77E+OO

;~;;****;**********t****;;****************************************************
NONDIMENSICNALIZED QUANTITIES erVEN [IV

RC} S1} S2 = O.537500[-~01 O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.843750[+01 D50 0.194901E-02
INTERVAL BET!.JEENSECTIONS DS = 0.6204044[--01

!NLET SECTION V =

0.1050030['101 0.1043364[+Oi û.103ó822E+01 o.1036402E+01 0.1024100E+01
0.1017912E+01 0.1011835E+01 0.1005865E+Ol 0.1000000E+01 0.9942364E+00
O.9885712E·;·Oa0.9830016E+00 0.977S252E+00 0.9721394E+00 0.%68416E+00
o.961629SE{·o0 0.9565008[+00

Q} QT} ETA = 0.10000000E+01 Q.10010936E+01 0.99890757E+00

ETA-HODrnED \}-VELOCITIESWITfi VNIT DISCHARGES
J = 1 I) = 0.10488832E+01 VA = 0.31250000(-01 VQ = 0.32777600E-01
J = 2 IJ = 0.10422237E+01 VA = 0.62500000[-01 VQ = 0.65138981E-01
J = 3 Ij = 0.103S6894E+01 VA = 0.62500000[-01 VQ = 0.64730585E-01
J = 4 V = O.i0292764E'~OiVA = 0.62500000E-01 VQ = 0.64329773[-01
T - 5 V = 0.10229809E+01 VA = 0.62500000(-01 VQ = 0.63936308E-01' -
J = 6 V = 0.10167997E+01 VA = 0.62500000[-01 VQ = 0.63549981[-01
J = 7 V = 0.10107291E+01 VA = 0.62500000E-Ol VQ = 0.63170567[-01
J = 8 V = 0.10047662E+01 VA = 0.62500000(--01VQ = 0.62797889E-01
J = 9 V = 0.99890757E+00 VA = 0.62500000(-01 VQ = 0.62431723E-01
J = 10 V = 0.99315012E+00 VA = 0.62500000E-01 VQ = 0.62071882[-01
J=1iV= 0.98749113E+00 VA = 0.62500000E-01 VQ = 0.61718196E-01
J = 12 V = 0.98192763E+00 VA = 0.62500000[-01 VQ = 0.61370477E-01
J=13V= 0.97645724E+00 VA = 0.62500000[-01 VQ = 0.61028577[-01
J = 14 V = 0.97107732E+00 VA = 0.62500000E-01 VQ = 0.60692333E-01
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J = i5 V = 0.96578526E+00 VA = 0.62500000(-01 VQ = .0.60361579E-01
J = 16 V = 0.96057892E+00 VA = 0.62500000[-01 VQ = 0.60036182E-01
J = 17 V = 0.9SS45S78E+00 UA = 0.31250000E-01 VQ; 0.29857993E-01
NEW VALUE or QT WITH HODIFIED l}= 0.10000000El·01

Q5 = 0.b42432E~00 ENG TONS/DAY QS/Q?ACT = 0.100440E+01

I = 1 VALUCS FOR UBAR =
0.0000000[+00 0.3613871[-01 0.6641153[-01 0.9111969[-01 0.1105051E+00
0.1248353(+00 0.1343290E+00 0.1392268E+00 0.1397205E+00 0.1360422E+00
0.1283485[+00 0.116B347E+00 0.1016711E+00 0.8302411E-01 0.6104374E·-01
0.35B8059[··01 0.7671790[-02

[ND OF INLET SECTION

fOR SECTION I = 3 ST = 0.527754[-02 UCL = 0.134543E-01
SATISFACTCRï ITERATION ERRn = 0.226433E:'-03ERRU2 = 0.417332[-02
NUHB[R OF ITERATIONS XOUNT = 2
RELATIVE DlfFERENCE OF 9T TO Q IS 0.4611015[·-03

CENTERLINE POSITION S = O.~24081E+00 WITH Re = 0.537500E+Ol
NEWEST Q = a. 9999B546E+OO WInI ETA = 0.1300461E+01
SEDIMENT DISCflARGE= 0.6423iE+00 GS/QSACT = 0.10042(tOl

NLlMrtEROF ITCRATIONS FOR UB} Q} Ul)ARE
NEW VALU:::Si-DR UBAR GIVEN DY

2

O.OOOOE+OO 0.2017E-Ol 0.3617[-01 0.4863E-Ol 0.5781[-01 0.6392E-01
0.6716E-01 0.6771E-Ol 0.6576[-01 0.6147[-01 0.5500E-Ol 0.4648[-01
0.3606E-01 0.2386E-Ol 0.1001E-Ol -0.5390E-02 -0.2222E-Ol

[TA ..MODIi-IED MOMENTUM VALUES POR \'GIVEN DY
0.1020(101 G.1G44E+01 0.1038[+01 0.1031Ei01 0.1825Et01 0.1019E+Ol
0.1013E+01 0.1007E+01 0.100IE+01 0.9946EtOO 0.9808E+00· 0.9930E+00
0.9773E+00 0.9716E+00 0.9661E+00 0.9606E+00 0.9552E+00

FOR SECTION I = 5 ST = 0.986028[-02 uel = 0.251373E-Ol
SATISFACTORY ITERATlON ERRV2 = 0.191607E-03 ERRU2 = 0.489H9E-02
NUMDER OF ITERATIONS XOUNT = 2
RLLATIVE DIFfERENCE OF QT TO G IS 0.4338026(--03

CENTERLINE POSITrON S = 0.248162E+00 WITH RC = 0.537500E+01
NEWEST Q = 0.99998736E+00 WITH ETA = 0.1000434E+01
SEDIMENT DISCHARGE = 0.64227E+00 QS/QSACT = 0.10041E+Ol

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR UBi Q} UV ARE 2 2 3
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NEW VAlU[S FOR UBAR GIVEN SY

O.OOOOE+OO 0.1382E-01 0.3331(-01 0.4443E:--01 0.5249[-01 0.5772E-01
0.6035E-01 0.6057[-01 0.5857E-01 0.5453[-01 0.4862[-01 0.4097[-01
0.3174[-01 0.2106[-01 '0.9033(-02 -0.4213[-02 -0.1059E-01

ETA-MODIFIED MOH[NTUM VAlUES FOR V GIVEN BY
0.1008(+01 0.1044(+01 o.1039E+01 0.1033E+01 O.1027Ei01 0.1020E+01
0.1014[+01 n.1003E+01 O.i002E'~Ol 0.9960[+00 0.9900[+00 0.9941E+00
0.9733(+00 O.~725[+OO O.9668HOO 0.9611('.00 0.9555E+00
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VALUES FOR UBAR

69 205 341 477 545
-0.500 0.0000[+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.0000:+00 o .1182[-02 o.1787E-03 0.6042E-04
-0.430 0.3614E-Ol 0.1441[-02 0.2029[-03 -0.8245[-03 -0.1618[-03 -0.6320E-04
'·0.375 0.6641E·-01 0.2746E-02 o .4l65[-03 -0. 2621E··02-0. 4552E-03 -0 .1663E-03
··0.313 O.9l12(-Ql 0.3708E-02 0.6065[-03 -0.4209E-02 -0.7049(-03 -0.2498E-03
-0.250 0.1105(100 0.4359(-02 0.7592E-03 -0.5599[-62 -0.9135E-03 -0.3150E-03
-0.100 0.1240UOO o .4754[--02 0.8690E·-63-0.6791[-02 -0.1082(-02 -0.3628E-03
-0.125 0.13431::1000.4934E-02 9.9356E-03·-0.1704[·02 -0.1209(-02 -0.3931E-03
'0.063 0.1392['100 0.4928(-02 O.9622E-03 -0.8563[·02 -0.1294(-02 -0. 4064E-03
0.000 o . 1397[-100 0.4760E-02 O.952i[·-03-0.9112['-02 ·-0 . 1335E-02 -0.4031[-03
0.063 0.1360[100 0.4449E-02 0.9090E-03 -0.9404[-02 -0 .1329E-02 -0. 3830E-03
0.125 0.1283(+00 0.4012E-02 0.0358E-03 -0.9406E-02 -0.1271E-02 -0.3467E-03
0.138 0.1168[+00 0.3464E-02 0.7352E-03 -0.9072[-02 -0.1160E-02 -0.2963E-03.
0.250 O.iOi7E\On 0.2817[-02 ~.6090[-03 -0.8335[-02 -0.9956E-03 -0.2344E-03
O.3i3 o .B3n2E·üi 0.2032[·-02 0.4574[-03 -0.710i[·02 -0.7B22[-03 -0.1653E-03
0.375 0.6104[-Oi 0.1269[-02 O.2805E-03 -0. 5257E··02 -0. 5311E-03 -0. 9562E-04
0.430 0.3S00[·Q1 0.3879("'03 O.9738[ -04 -0.2756(-·02-0. 2573E·-03-0.3515E-04
Q.SOO 0.7672[-02 -0.5553[-03 -0.1121[-03 O.OOOOUOO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO

4
5
6

R
-0.5000 -0.2500 0.0000 0.2500 0.5000
0.0000[100 0.1105E100 0.1397E.00 0.1017[1·00 0.7672E-02
O.OOOO[tOG 0.4359[-02 0.4760[-02 0.2017[-02 -0.5553(-03
O.OOOCEfOÛ 0.7592[-03 0.9521[-03 0.6090[-·03-0.1121[-03
0.11D2(-02 -0.5599[-02 -0.9112E-02 -0.8335[-02 O.OOOOEtOO
01707[-03 -0.9l35E·-03 --0. 1335E-02 -0.9956::-03 O.OOOOE+OO
0.6042[-04 -0.3150[-03 -0.4031E-03 -0.2344[-03 O.OOOOE+OO

,
J.

2
3

W:LUES FOR U

R

69
·e.500 O.OOOnE\OO 0.6610E-01
..C.438 O.OOOOEIno O.73?OE-Ol
·O.37':ïO.OOOO[tOO 0.7968E-01
·0.3i3 O.OOOOE+OO 0.841iE-01
-0.250 O.OOOOE+OO 0.8793E-01
·0.108 0.0000[1-00 0.9140E-Ol
-0.125 O.OOOCE+OO 0.9488[-01
·0.063 0.0000(100 0.9817[--01
3.000 O.OOGOE{·OO 0.1014E+00
3.Cb3 O.OOOOCIOC O.1044EI-OO
O.12S O.OOOOEIOO O.i074E'~OO

Z05 341 477 S45
0.6988(-01 -0.1453E+00 -0.1940E+00 -0.1979E+00
O.7S77[-01 -0.1445E+00 -0.1881E+00 -0.1913E+00
0.8156[-01 -0.1430(+00 ·-0.1019E+00-0.1845E+00
0.0719E-Ol -0.1409[+00 -0.1755E400 -0.1775E+00
O.?26BE-Oi -0.1383E+00 -0.1688(+00 -0.1704E+00
0.9804(-01 -O.1353[·~OO·-O.i619EiOO-0.1631E+00
0.1033E+00 -0.1319(1-00-0.1548EtOO -0.1556E+00
0.1084E+00 -0.1282[400 -0.1476EiOO -0.1480E+00
0.1135E+00 -0.1242[+00 -0.1401E+00 -0.1402E+00
O.iiB4E+aO -O.1i99[~OO -0.1324E+00 -0_1322E+00
0.1233E+00 -0.1iS3E+OO -0.1245E+00 -0.1241'E+00
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.'.

0.108 O.OOOOEIOO o .1103E+00 0.1231[+00 -0.1104[+90 -0.~164E+00 -0.1159E+00
0.250 0.0000(+00 o .1131E-~OO 0.1327E+00 -0.1051[+00, -0.1001EfOO -0.1075E+00
O.3E o.oonOElOO O.i159E +00 0.1373[+00 -0.9912[-01 -0.9958[-01 -0.9900E-01
0.375 O.6000E-IOO O.1185E+00 0.1410E+00 -0.9192E-01 -0.9091E-Ol -0.9045E-Ol
0.438 O.OOOD[~OO 0.1210E+(.I.O 0.1463[+00 -0.8247["01 -0.8209[-01 -0.8191E-Ol
0.500 O.0000E1·00 0.1235E+00 0.1506[tOO -0.7012[-01 -0.7326[-01 -0.7360[-01

VAlUES FOR V

1 69 20S 341 477 545
·'0.50r. D .1049E:·01 0.8691E+00 0.8498E+00 O.9641E~Oû 0.1.005E+Ol 0.1100E+01
"0.430 0.1042E+01 0.9311E+00 0.8757E+00 0.9805[>UO 0.1078E+01 ~.i090E+Ol
'0.375 0.1036[+01 O.9643E~OO 0.8988E+00 0.9937E+00 0.1070E+Ol 0.1079E+01
'0.313 O.i029UOi 0.9001E+00 0.9193E+00 0.1004[+01 O.1060E+Oi 0.1067E+01
-0.2'50 o .1023[-fOi 0.9888E+00 0.9376(+00 0.1011C+Ol O.i050E +01 O.1054E+01
0.188 O.i01?[lOi 0.9948E+00 0.9543[+00 0.1017[,:01 0.1039[+01 0.1040E+01

-0.125 o.10i1[fGi 0.9'1%E+00 O.9695E~OO O.i021EfO: 0.J.026EfOi 0.1025E+01
···0.0[=3 O.iOOS[f Oi o .1004E·}01 0.9837[+00 0.1023E+01 0.1012[+-01 0.1009E+01
o 000 0.9989E!00 0.1007E+01 0.'7970[-100 0.1024[+01 0.9971fiOO O.9924E +00
0.063 O.9932C+OC 0.1010[+01 0.1039[101 0.1024[f01 0.9807E+00 0.9741E+00
0.125 o .?B7j[1 00 0.1013E+Ol 0.1021[+01 O.1022E+01 0.9627E+00 O.954SE +00
0.188 O.9819[ 100 0.1015E+Ol 0.i032C+Ol o .1019Ef·01 0.9428[+00 0.9334E+00
O.2jO 0.9765E100 o 1016E+Ol OlO43E+Ol 0.1012E+Oi 0.9207E+OO 0.9107E+00
0.313 O.971i[-!CO 0.1018[+01 0.1053[+01 0.1000[+01 0.8961[+00 O.8S62E +00
C.37S O.%jO[IÛO 0.1019E+Oi O. j 062:+01 o .97jiE-I00 0.8688[+00 0.8600E+00
~.438 0.%06E!CC O.i020E~Oi 0.i071E+01 O.9238[ toe o 8384E{OO 0.8323E+00
O.5C~ 0 9S:;5E+Gû ~.J.020E·:·Oi 0 i080[+01 0 8330[+00 O.8046E-100 0.0044E+00

-u.s~oc -O.2SÛG ~J.naao 0.2510 O.Süoo
o 1G4?E'!Oi o .i023E'10i n. 79T7E 400 o .9765['; 00 0.9555E+00

" 0.3691:100 0.9888E+00 C.1.û07E+Oi O.jOi6E~'Ûi o .1G20E+il1.:.
3 0.G498E+OG 0.9376E+00 0.99ïOE+OO Û. iÜ43['101 0.1080E+01
4 O.964iE+OO O.10iiE-iOi 0.1024[+01 O.iOi2E~01 0.8330[+00
S 0.1085[+01 0.1050[+01 0.9971[+00 n.nOT: 00 0.0046[+00
6 O.iiOOEiOi 0.1054[+01 0.9924E+00 0.9107E·'OO 0.8044[+00

Vt.I.UES FOR Hl

i 69 205 341 477 545
-0.500 0.1000E-fOl 0.6851E+OO o .b475E-~00 0.1386[+Oi o 143S[ jOl o 1436E+01
'0.438 0.1000[!O1 0.7245E+00 G.691bE+OO 0.1338[+01 0.1381[+01 o 1381E+01
··O,3i'j o .1000E+01 0.7638E+0[\ ry7356E+00 0.1239[+01 0.1326E+01 o . 1327E +01
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- ij. 313 0.1000[+01 0.8032[+00 0.7797E+00 0.1241E+01 0.1272E+01 0.1272E+01
·0.210 0.1000E+01 0.84Z6E+00 0.0238E+00 0.1193(+01 . O.1218E+01 0.1218E+01
·e.iSO 0,1000[+01 0.8819E+00 0.Ob70E+00 O.1145[IOi o .11b3E+01 o.1163E+01
·O.12j 0.1000[101 O.7213E+OO O.9119[~OO 0.1696[101 0.1109[101 o.1109E+01
·0.Ob3 O.iOOO(fOl O.9606E·~OO 0.9'5'59(+00 o .1040[lui 0.1054[+01 0.1054E+01
0.000 0.1000[101 0.1000E+01 a.l0non01 0.1000E+01 0.1000[+01 0.1000E+01
0.363 0.1000[:,01 o.1039E1·01 0.1044[+01 O.951S[ '·00 0.9456[+00 0.9456[+00
C.i25 o .1000[-lûl 0.1079E+01 o .1088E+01 0.9035E+03 0.8912E+00 o .8911E+00
0.10C 0.1000[·IOi O.1110E+01 0.1132[+01 o .8S53[~OO 0.8368[+00 0.8367E+00
û.250 0.1000[·101 o.1157E+01 0.1176E+01 O.8071[!09 0.7824E+00 0.7822E+00
0.313 o.1000[fOi o.1197E+01 0.1220E+01 0.7500[400 0.7280E+00 0.7278[+00
0.37'5 0.1000E-IOl 0.1236E+01 0.1264E+01 0.7106E+00 0.6736EtOO 0.6734[+00
o 438 3 .1C30C fOl 0.1276E+01 O.i309E+Oi•.O.h624UOG 0.6192[+33 O.618?E+OO
~.500 0.1000[>01 0.1315E+01 0.1352E+Ol 0.6142[+00 0.5648[+00 0.5645[+00

VAl.UESFOR ( UBAR + U )

I)
1\

4 b? 20j 34i 47'7 '545.. r s

·e.soo O.OOOO[fOO o.6610[--01 n. 6?88[·-0 1 -0 .1441E~·:)û-O.1938ç+on -0.1978E+00
'0.430 0.3614["Oi C.7S34E-01 O.7S97E-01 -O.14S3[+OO -0.1882[+00 -0.1913E+00
·'C.375 o 6(,41[,Oi O.G243E'~ûi 0.3178[--01 -0.1456[100 -0.1024[+00 -0.1847E+00
0.313 0.9112[,,01 0.0732['-01 O.878C[-01 -0.1451[·IÜO -0.1762[+00 -0.1778E+00

-0.250 o .110S[IOO 0.9229E-01 O.n44['-01 -0.1439E~OO -0.1697[+00 -0.1707E+00
. C 108 0.1248['100 O.9624E-01 0.7890['-01 -0.142i[·:-00-0.1630E+00 -0.1635E+00
-0.125 O. i343['l 00 0.9932(-01 O.i~42E+OO -0.1397[+00 -O.1561EiûO -0.1560E+00
C.01-,30.1392[+0[1 0.1031E+00 U.094E+OO -0 . i3bG[-l 0C -0.1408[+03 -0.1484E+00
o 000 o.B?7[f oa O.iOl:i[+OO cr.ii44E~OO -0.1333[+00 -0.1414[~OO -0.1406E+00
0.063 0.1360[-IOû 0.1009[+00 G.1i93E+OO -0.1273E100 -0.1337(tOO -0.1326E+00
0 i25 0.1203E+OG 0.1114(+00 0.1241E+00 -0.1247E·f00 -0.1250[+00 -0.1245E+00
0 100 O. UbO[-1 00 0,1130E+OO :].1208E+00 -0.1175E'~OG-0.1175E+UO -0.1162E+00
0 2~O o.1~i7[·lOr. 0.11S9E+00 ~.i333E-!00 -0.1134('100 -0.1071E400 -0.1077E+00
Ü.3~3 G.3302[·Di 0.1179E+00 C.1373E+OO -0.lOb2[·QO -0.1004[-+00 -Û.9917E-Ot
O.37'j o :j104['Ûi o li?8r~OO O.i~2iE+OO -O.77i8E·Gl -0.9144E-01 -[:.90'54E-01
G.438 0.3588[-01 O.i214E~OO 0.14&4[+00 -0.8523["01 --0.8235E-01 -0.8194E-01
o 500 o.7672[--02 0.1229E+00 0.1505[100 -0.7012[-01 -0.7326E"Oi -0.7360E-01

VALUES FOR SQRT( (UI:ARiUlU2!l}n2l

R

i 69 205 341 477 545
'0.500 0.1049[101 0.8716[+00 0.8527[+00 0.9740[+00 0.1102E+01 ~.1118E+01
-0.438 0.1043[·~O1 0.9341[+OC 0.0790[+00 0.9912E+00 0.1094E+01 0.1101E+01
-0.375 0.1038[+01 0.9678E+00 0.9025E+00 0.1004E+G1 0.1035[+01 0.1095E+01
·0.3J3 O.1033ElOi 0.9040E+00 0.7234E+00 0.1014E+01 O.1675E+01 o.108~E+Ot
-0.250 0.1027E~Gi 0.9931E+00 0.0,423[+00 O.1022E+01 o .1064Ei01 0.1068E+01
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-0.180 0.1024[+01 0.9995E+00 0.9594E+00 0.1027[+01 0.1051E+01 0.1053E+01
-0.125 0.1020[+01 0.1005[+01 0.9751E+00 0.1031E-~01· 0.i030E~01 0.1037E+01
-0.063 0.1014[-~O1 0.1009Ei01 0.9898E+00 O.i032[~01 P .1023E+Ol 0.1020E+01
0.000 0.1009E+01 0.1013E+01 O. iOO4E·~Ol. O.1033E+01 O.i007EiCl o .10nE+01
0.063 0.1002E+01 0.1016E+01 e.i017E+01 o .1032EfOi 0.9898[+00 0.9831E+00
0.125 0.9958E+00 0.1019E+01 0.1029E+01 0.1030E+01 0.9700E+00 0.9626E+00
0.180 0.9889[+00 0.1021HOi O.i040E+Oi 0.1026[+01 0.9501EiOO 0.9406E+00
0.250 0.9817E+00 o .1023E+01 O. j 051E:-01 0.1019[+01 0.9271E+00 0.9171E+00
0.313 0.9746[+00 0.1025E+01 0.i062E+01 0.1006[+01 0.9017[~OO 0.8918E+00
0.375 o 9677E+00 0.1026E+01 o 1072E+01 0.9799E+00 0.0736E400 0.8647E+00
0.438 0.9612E100 0.1027E+01 0.i081[+01 o .9277[+00 0.8424[+00 0.8363E+00
0.500 0.9555E+CO 0.1027E+01 O. iû90E+01 O.B3S9E+OO 0.8080EIOO 0.8078E+00

VALUES FOR VELOCITY VECTOR ANGLES

R

69
'0.':00 O.OOOO[·fO:J 0.4349E+01
'0.438 0.19%[·:-Oi û.4626E+Oi
'0.37'.) O.3669[fOi 0.4COb[+01
'0.313 r. S059[lOi O.S120E+G1
-0. 2'j~ O.61t_.SEfOi o . S332E ·~Oi
-O.18B O.69??[lO1 O.SS26E+Oi
-0.12'.) O.7S70[H~i 0.5702E+01
·-D .063 O.7889:fi)i G. 58C:i[fOi
~! cn~ ~.7?ó2[~eio 6D1St:+Gi
D.063 Ü .7ÛQÛ['fCi 0.61S3E'01
C.125 0 740j=;'üi 0.6230[+01
~ 188 0 .óï8S[;' G i iJ.S398EfOi
~.2'jO O.594~[fÜ1 o 6508E:·(li
0 313 1). 48Q7[}l)~. r..6û09E+Oi
G

.,,,,. 0 ,~tli7C :.0 j G,t,704E+Ûi.....i s J

0 .438 O,2i3?['~Oi O.67?1E+Oi
0.500 0 .4600[:00 0.6072E+01

20S 341 477 545
0.4701E+01 -0.0501[+01 -0.1013Ei02 -0.1019E+02
G.49SBEtOi -0.0430[+01 -0.9905[401 -0.9956E+01
0.5211[+01 -0.0330[+01 -0.9674[+01 -0.9713E+01
0.54'.)6E101-0.8227[101 -0.9433[401 -0.9462E+01
0.5691[401 -0.8097[10: -0.9182E+01 -0.9201E+01
D.S917E+Dl -0.7954[+01 -0.8921E+01 -0.8932E+01
0.6135E+01 -0.7772E+01 -0 8649E+01 -0.8652E+01
0.6344E+01 -0.7612E101 -0.B366E+01 -0.8363E+01
0.6546[+01 -0.7414:+01 -0.8071E+01 -0.8063[+01
9.6741E+01 -0.7195E+01 -0.7764E+01 -8.7751E+01
D.6927E+01 -0.6954[101 -0.7443[101 -0.7428E+01
0.7111E+01 -0.66DOE101 -0.7107[401 -3.7093E+01
0.7286E+01 -0.6393[101 -O.67S7EiOi -0.6746E+01
0.7456[+01 -0.6063[+01 -0.6390[+01 -0.6385E+01
o 7&21[+01 -0 569i[+01 -O.600G[~Dl -C.6D1iE+Oi
8.778~E+Oi -D.5271EfOI -0.5610[:01 -O.5623E+01
O.7935EHli -0.4B12[+01 -0.5202C-:-Ci ·U.S223E+01

\)~LUES FOR UNIT SEDIMENT DISCI1ARGES

~

69 205 341 477 545
·e.sou O.7742E·}Oû 0.3650E+00 0.3336E+00 0.5526E+00 0.8062E+00 0.9377E+00
·0 438 o 7S47[fÛO 0.4007[+00 G.3762[+00 Q.5?12E+ün Q.Gb37E{OO 0.9031E+00
.,0.375 O.73S9[-iOD 0.5530E+00 0.4:74E+00 O.6237E +03 o .8377E:-00 0.8666E+00
-6313 0.7179[+OC 0.5902[tOO O.4S67E+OO 0.64?SE+OÜ 0.S029UOO O.8285E +00
-0.250 0.700S[fOe 0.b115E+00 0.4943E+00 o .6695[')CO o 7776E~OU 0.7891E+00
e. UlO O.b337f.:ûe O.62tAE+OO 0.5304E+00 O.6845[+i)û O.7440E~OO O.7484E+QÛ
0 4""H: O.66i5E~·O~ ~.b38bE+OO G.5652[·;·00 o .ó?5iE~·Oû 0.7085[-: 00 n.7066[lOO.. ~..J
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·0,063 0,6519('1,00 0.6490E+00 c, ~mOE+OO 0.7016E+OC 0.6712[100 0.6639E+00
0,000 0,6360[+00 0.6580E+00 0.6320[+00 0.7043E+00.0.6322E+00 0.6203E+OO
0.063 0.6223EiOO O,6658E+OG C.6642[+00 0.7033[+00 0.5916E+00 0.5759E+00
~,125 O.6082E~·On 0.6725E+00 0.6958E+00 0.6935E+00 0.5493E+00 0.5310E+00
0,138 0.5946[1.00 0,6731[+00 0,1267(+00 0,6889[+00 O.5053E{00 0.4856E+00
0,250 0,5815(+00 0.6027E+00 0,7567E+00 TI.6710E+00 0,4S9bEiOO 0,4400E+00
n,313 0.5688['00 0,6864E+00 0.7860E+00 0.6403E+00 0.4124E+00 0.3945E+00
0,375 O,S565CIOO 0,6892[~OO 0.8145E+00 0.5783[+00 0,3645[+00 0.3498E+00
0,430 0,5446[+00 0.6913E+00 O.8422E+00 0.4659[+00 0.3160[+00 0,3069E+00
O.SOO 0,5:m[-~00 0.6926E+00 0,0689E+00 o.3079[·100 0.2óB1EiOO 0,2678[+00
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APPENDIX C: NOTATION

NOTATION

Constant used in sediment-transport formula

Constant in quadratic equation

Constant used in sediment-transport formula

Constant in quadratic equation

Constant in quadritic equation

Loca 1 fl ow depth

Centerline flow depth

Median bed-material size

Darcy-Weisbach friction factor

Arbitrary variable

Dimensionless functions

Froude number

Gravitational constant

Dimensionless functions

Local bed elevation

Centerline bed elevation

Local water-surface elevation

Streamwise grid locations

Streamwise index for section numbers

Transverse grid locations

Transverse index for section numbers

Number of transverse grid points

Exponential parameter used in power-law velocity distribution

Cl



N Number of streamwise grid points

p Bed-material porosity

qt Total-load discharge per unit width

Ot Total-load discharge

Q Total water discharge

r Transverse coordinate

ri Radius of curvature at inside bank

rO Radius of curvature at outside bank

rj,... Radial grid locations

Re Centerline radius of curvature

s Streamwise coordinate

So Origin of streamwise coordinate

si,... Streamwise grid locations along channel centerline

Sc Streamwise water-surface slope along channel centerline

ST Transverse bed slope

t Integral function

T,T1, ••• Integral functions

u Local secondary-flow velocity

u* Local shear velocity

U Local secondary-flow velocity at water surface

Ue Secondary-flow velocity at channel centerline

U Mass~shift velocity

v Local streamwise velocity

V Depth-averaged streamwise velocity

Vc Depth-averaged velocity at channel centerline

C2



v
w
y

Yb

a

Area-averaged streamwise velocity

Channel width

Vertical coordinate

Bed-layer thickness

Proportionality constant for bed-layer thickness

Proportionality constant for bed-shear stresses

Critical shear-stress parameter

Fluid mass density

Sediment mass density

Streamwise bed-shear stress = T
os

Transverse bed-shear stress

Streamwise angular coordinate

C3






